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onward

There is something instinctne about teaching about instructing by precept, example. or experience.
We do it w illingh- and tt ith great joy with our children, our grandchildren. each other. let. fetter
and few er of us now choose to make teaching our lifis work. And frequently, those tt ho do
choose teaching abandon the profession at the end of their first rear of teaching or within the
first five years.

In reality. we hate reached the point of diminishing returns in this nation. The old cadrethe t% hitt:. middle-
class It omen tt ho could choose nursing or teaching if they tt anted a professionhas become part of our
past. The new cadre the pool of talented top male and female minority studentsif thoughtfully tapped
and carefully cultit aced. 1% ill unquestionably strengthen the teaching profession.

Without teachers, our efforts to reform school finance and restructure education will count for nothing.
let . in our society, the educational model is the antithesis of the medical model. Physicians death arc
the most important members of a medical team. Yet in education, teachers all too frequently must fight
tor the right to be treated professionally, not even as a part of a team. but as isolated individuals. The
tett ards accrued from attending professional meetings, serving on commissions, and traveling for profes-
sional grow th often go to district staff w ithout classroom assignments. ClearlY, our school districts' first
priorny must he to support classroom teachers by providing vital professional and administrative expertise
and ht creating an en% ironment in tt hich teachers feel supported. just as x% e hat e come to understand
that the students tt ho attend a school are everyone's concern. so must tt e feel about teachers.

Vlinoritt teachers working at schools where cultural values and attitudes differ drastically from their ow n
arc at a disadt antage. Because they are not part of the dominant culture. their needs may be easily neglected.

On the other hand, schools do share values of quality, service, motivation and experimentation. Through
shared aloes. schools must initiate the new minority teacher into the clan. Through differing values. schools
must he sensitive to the ethnic or cultural diversity of their flesh-and-blood colleagues. knowing that in
time, such di% ersitv makes the goals of the school truly come alit e.

I )r. Victoria Bergin. Deputt Commissioner
Conic ohm) and holessional Drdopment
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weniew

ACHIEVING AN ETHNICALLY-DWERSE
TEACHING FORCE
By Leslie Huling-Austin

al Institute for the Improvement of Teaching and Learning
Souttmest "rexas State l'ni.ersit

his monograph represent, the ciillei.ti e efforts of numerous indi%iduak committed to pnimoting
increased ethnic and cultural di% ersit% in the teaching prokssion. Included in this publication
.tre both the proceeding, of recent conference and descriptions and findings from three odes
of project, that ha% e been supported b% grants from the Texas Education Agent:\ . This

monograph is nude possibk, through the ettOrts of representati%es from public schi mols. uni% ersnies. education
set-% Ice .igcnt te. Mid business and industr

I istoil and Background
In 01 dCi tor this mm uiugraph 10 be placed in its proper context. it is MN. essart to share si mnie ot the histor%
and haekgr mind leading to Its production.

Recruitment and Retention Grants

Erom 040. the lexas Education AgencY funded three evck's of grants tocused on attracting and
retaining minorities in the teaching profession. In the spring of 1955, four institutions recei% ed grants on
"Strengthening the Quahtv of ( :andidates in Feacher Education- from the Texas Education Agency. These
insottitim ins included )ur La& of the Lake. University of North TexaS. Sotittm est 'RAJ% Start! 1.1)RersIt.
md l'eus oman's 1..nnersitv. In the spring of 1989. an additional seven grants %%ere a%%arded for "Attracting
and Retaining Qualit% Candidates in Teacher Education.- Recipient Institutions included Edinburg

Onsolidated Independent School District. Extension Instruction and Materiak CCIItet at The I 'nit ersav
ot Fexas at u'stin. RcLtlun 10 Education So.% ice ( :enter. *lexas Wesleyan ( ollege. Texas Woman's

m%ersits . I mersit% ot I Iouston. and The I .m%ersits of Texas El Paso.

Itt the tall mit 1 4tS9. CI:4N grants \tete at aided for "Enhancing the Quality of Retention ot \Imorit% Teal' hers
and Teachers in ( :ritial Shortage \was.- Recipient institutions included The I .ni ersitv of Texas At H
Paso. North l'exas State I ni%ersitY. Laredo State Uni%ersitv. Edinburg ( :onsolidated Independent School
)istrit t. Ysleta Independent School I )istrict. Houston Independent School I )istriet. Region 10 Education

Ser% ice Center. and Intercuhural De% elopment Research .Association ODRA). IDRA %%as also at arded
a grant to co< irdinate the general management and eJittation of the eight program,. The alit ities tif the
prt)tects trim) these three cycles of grants are described In the III. biip/ementathot section of this monograph.
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The Recruitment und Retention Network

Provisions for the establishment of a Teacher Education Recruitment and Retention Network were in-
cluded as a part of the Southwest Texas State University Project (a (ycle I grant award). The Network
is founded on a belief that individuals and institutions concerned about attracting and retaining minorities
in the teaching profession can learn from each other and can benefit from opportunities to communicate
and collaborate with one another. The Adolph Coors Company donated $20.000 to support the operation
of the Recruitment and Retention Nentork. Nem (irk activities ha'.c included several day-long meetings
of the grant recipients, the production of a netw ork new stetter. presenting network activities at various
professional meetings. and co-hosting a stateuide conference on "Staffing 'rexas Schools With an Ethnically-
Diverse Teaching Force.-

San Antonio Conference

On March 30-31. 1990. a conference on "Staffing Texas Schools With An Ethnically-Diverse Teaching
Force" was cosponsored by the Recruitment and Retention Network. Texas Education Agenc.1.. Southu est
Texas State University, and the Adolph Coors Company; Conference co-chairs were Leslie Huling-Auscin,
Southwest Texas State University and Evangelina Galvan Cuellar. Texas Education Agency. w ho %corked
with a planning committee to structure the conference agenda and format. Conference planning commit-
tee members included Ruth t :aswell. Texas Woman's University; Jon NI. Engelhardt. The University of
Texas at El Paso: Lynda Havnes. Texas Education Agency; W. Robert Houston. University of Houston;
Elva G. Laurel, Edinburg Consolidated Independent School District; Aurelio Montemayor. Intercultural
Devdopment Research Ascociation: Will Nicklas. University of North Texas. and Abelardo Villarreal.
Intercultural Development Research Association. Planning meetings for the conference were held in
November 198t). and in Januar.. February. and March 1990.

Members of the planning eommittee clearly w anted this conference to be a collaborative. imeraetic e working
conference rather than a "sit and listen'. conference. Early in the planning. committee members recognized
that achiec ing an ethnicalk-dicerse teaching force involves various phases of the teacher education con-
tinuum spanning recruiting. preparing, inducting, and retaining. Further. there was recognition of the various
role groups involved in this enterprise: unis ersky and public school personnel as w ell as community and
business representatic es. These insights led to the development of the conceptual framework for the con-
ference show n below :

Recruiting and Retaining Minority Teachers

Public
Schools t 'nisersities

Legislature
and TEA -.

Prof. Orgs. and
Sem. .Ate.neies ....

,

AdSOCae% Groups
and Bus, Indust',

Recruiting

.

Preparing

Inducting

Retaining

..
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Each .FEA gram-sponsored project was invited to send a team of participants that included university and
public school educators and community representatives. In addition. policymakers and representatives from
advocacy groups and husinessiindustry were invited to participate. Approximately 100 persons participated
in the conference and It orked together to dev clop recommendations for the 1990, for achieving an ethnically-
div erse teaching force.

A pre-conference miser w as held on the evening of \larch 29. 1990. and provided participants w ith the
opportunity to get acquainted and to interact informally about their various recruitment and retention efforts.
On the morning of \larch 30. 1990. participants received an overt iew of the structure and a format of
the conference. ( :harles I. Hodge. Dean of Education at Lamar University. presented the keynote address:
-The Impact of An Ethnically-Diverse Staff on the Quality of Education." The remainder of the conference
was structured around the four -strands" of recruiting. preparing, inducting, and retaining. Each strand
t, as assigned MO facilitators to record notes and present highlights of the group's work at various points
in the conference.

Facilitators included:

Recruiting: Jon \ 1. Engelhardt. The Unit ersitY of Texas at El Paso
Gloria Contreras, I. .niversity of North Texas

Preparing: W. Robert Houston. The t'niversity of Houston
Margarita Calderon, Ysleta 1SD

Inducting: Elva G. Laurel. Edinburg C1S1)
Rot Johnson. Intercultural Dev elopment Research .ssociation

Retaining: Aurelio Montemayor. Intercultural Development Research Association
Ruth Casvi ell. Texas Woman's University

For the first small group session, participants were assigned to one of the four strands: ( 1) attracting minm its
teachers (recruiting): (2) supporting the teacher preparation of minorities (preparing): (3) assisting mituirity
teachers in the first years of teaching (inducting): and (4) beyond the first years: retaining minorities in
the teaching profession (retaining). By assigning participants to strand groups. conference facilitators hoped
to promote increased interaction among the various role groups represented at the conference and to en-
courage the collective thinking of persons who might not regularly focus on the specific strand topic. In
the morning session, participants focused on w hat constitutes a working definition of an ethnically-di% erse
teaching force and identified key issues related to the strand topic.

thc luncheon, facilitators from each strand reported on the discussions that occurred in their groups.
In the afternoon. facilitators continued working in their strands and participants were encouraged to w ork
in the strand in tv hich they were the most interested. The focus of the afternoon session NI as on identifting
solutions and generating recommendations for public schools, unit ersities. legislators. the state education
agency, educatumal organizations and service agencies, advocacy groups. and business and industry. At
the end of the day. all the participants reconvened and facilitators gat e reports on their group's discussions
and recommendations.

On March 31. 1990. approximately 10 conference facilitators and synthesizers met to refine the vt ork
from the previous day and to make subsequent tv riting assignments to svnthesize the discussions and recom-
mendations from the v arious groups.

3
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Organization of Monograph

This monograph is organized into four sections. Section I is an "Overview- which includes an introduction
on the importance of achieving an ethnically-diverse teaching force and on the need to devote attention
and resources to this critical topic. Included in Section II is a piece on "Defining an Ethnically-Diverse
Teaching Force" that incorporates the thinking of conference participants. and the conference keynote
address by Charles M. Hodge.

The third section on "Issues and Recommendations- includes an introduction that shares some of the flavor
of the conference strands: recruiting. preparing. inducting, and retaining. In the fourth section on
"Implementatioe authors from eight of the TEA-funded projects share descriptions of their projects along

ith the insights. findings, and recommendations related to achieving an ethnically-diverse teaching force.

In conclusion, this monograph is founded on a belief that it is important to achieve an ethnically-di% erse
teaching force and it is necessary for various role groups to work together to achieve this goal.

2
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NI atm and Need

DEFINING AN ETHNICALLY-DIVERSE
TEACHING FORCE
II.. Leslie Hu ling-Austin

Souttmest Texas State Uni.ersit

Evangelina GSKan Cueliar
Texas Education AgencI-

t the March 30-31. I'M). conference on Staffing the Texas Schools With An Ethnical lv-Di%erse
reaching Force. participants spent the day discussing issues related to the recruitment and retention
of minoritx teachers and dodoping remmmendations for the 1990s to enhance cultural and ethnic

di% ersitv in the teaching profession. The Conference Planning (:ommittee believed that an
important first step in this process w as for participants to de% elop a common understanding of w hat con-
stitutes an ethnicalb,diterse teaching force. Participants were encouraged to have a free-flow ing discussion
un this topic. and w ere gi% en a broad focus that encompassed tw o key questions:

1 What is an ethnicall%-di%erse teaching force?

2. Is .m ethnicoll% -di% erse teaching force desirable? If so. w by?

)i%ersit% in both ethnicity and job-related roles w as a kev factor in grouping adnunistrators. profeisors.
experienced teachers. no% ice teachers. community members, and other educators into small discussion
sessions. As each participant expressed answers to both questions, each drew from his/ her own conceptual
understanding of %%hat comprises an ethnically-di% erse teaching force. .kt first glance. both questions ap-
peared to be simple with perhaps ob%ious answers. How e%er. as conference facilitators expected. the answers
generated b participants w ere complex and perceptive.

l'he momentum %%as kept at a high level as representatives from institutions of higher education. school
districts, education ser% ice centers, the state board of education, professional educational organizations.
and OMMUJIIIIIes shared different perspectives. Mutual sharing and cooperative learning became evident
as participants' initial responses. shaded ft ith overtones of self-interest, gave way to broader. multi-faceted
discussions. it %%as apparent that participants felt unique. respected and appreciated as their collaborative
efforts turned -tunnel vision- into expanded % ision. The conference provided participants an opportunity
to become part of a creathe process that encouraged and welcomed different perspectives as indicators
of di% ersit.. It also pro% ided a vehicle for reaching a common know ledge base. A mutual goal or mission
became a focal point for all in% olted. B working together. everyone stri%ed to impro%e communication
and gain .m understanding of the issues.

s 13



What Is An Ethnically-Diverse Teaching Force?
As conference facilitators expected. this question generated a multitude of responses as enthusiastic par-
ticipants shared their points of iew. In general. an ethnically-diverse teaching force w as defined in both
physical and philosophical terms as follows:

1. An ethnicalh-dis cm: teaching force is a proportional representation of today's ethnically-diverse
or multicultural society. 'Ellis frequently cited revonse refers to the lack of such representation w ithin
the ethnic distribution of students. Othei definitions in this category offered an ethnicahs-balanced
range of approximate percentages. or ratios of the teaching tutce to the student population as a way
to promote ethnic and cultural diversity. io,t cx cr. participants %%ere prompt to caution us that merely
haying representatis es of ethnically-diverse populations mas or may not represent cultural diversity.

An ethnically-diverse teaching force culturally represents todin's pluralistic or mukicukural society.
A frequently cited response was that an ethnically-diverse teaching force is defined within the context
of all cultures and extends to cultures within cultures. Other responses refer to a teaching force that
is sensitive to the charaeteristics and learning styles of all students, It is a teaching force that thrives
on dis ersity as a means of maximizing creatn ity. It is a teaching force that strives to eradicate prejudice
hv encouraging the s :due of students learning from each other's cultural backgrounds. It refers to a
teaching force which w orks together at professional and social gaths .fgs or functions. It refers to a
reaching force that encourages students to work together as culturally blended groups. It is a teaching
force that evols es from a sense of mutual respect. s..are and responsibility and that is based on the
skills and collahoratn e efforts of s arious indit iduals, regardless of origin. Ultimately, it refers to the
emergence of a teaching population that is sensiti e to. and possesses a hunger for knowledge about
all cultures.

t 'pop dose ohseration of the participants' varlets of answers. it became es ident that a continuum might
he present. For example, participants agreed that the ultimate goal is to establish a teaching force that
is representatise of today's plurahstic society. Ethnic as well as cultural diversity must be achieved. However.
situations might exist in w hich an ethnically-diverse teaching force includes teachers from different ethnic
groups ho arc so much a parr of the dominant culture that they provide very little cultural diversity.

With these points in mind, a first attempt at a continuum is made in Figure 1 with the full realization
that many additional points along the entire spectrum of the continuum are possible.

Figure 1
Achieving An Ethnically-Diverse Teaching Force

Muurrita tea hers ;n same apprt 'salute
percentages as student population, no
real attempt to L apture true L ultural
dit ersit.

hilnit di% et sit% fq te.it hing torce not
tied to student [AWN. rather enough
nunorits teas hers to ensure that all
students hate esposure to teachers
It Lim a %side rarige ot ethnic and
L ultural bat kciounds.

Increasing Degrees of An Ethnicalh -Diverse Teaching Force

represe nut is e tew tlitnt if a%
t CA her, n ho Mat 4 )f Ma% MO I epic-
1ent c. ult oral dn. ersas

1

Rani is ot rthinint% teachers rcastoabls
resemble students pripainfln pkrs thc
3ddairin 'it ICA her s who represent ad-
dit pima! cultures mit pre% alent in the
student piipulAtion.
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Why Is An Ethnically-Diverse leaching Force Desirable?
Participants W orked diligently to reach a consensus. Th...y determined that an ethnically-dnerse teaching
force is desirable and that there are undesirable effects on the educational program when such a teaching
force is not a reality. Participants generated a number of reasons thv an ethnically-diverse teaching force
is desirable and these are sumnurized as follows:

. Minority students need role models. This is the most frequently cited reason for the need to have
minorities in the teaching profession. Participants presented lid argument emphasizing the need for
minority students to witness good. strong. successful, and productise role models that match their ow n
cultural and ethnic backgrounds. Discussion groups went on to speculate that if minority children had
more minority teachers, it might be substantially easier in the Years ahead to recruit them into the teaching
profession.

Nfinority teachers bring additional insights and perspectives to the job of teaching. Participants tended
to believe that minority teachers may be more sensitive or more tuned in to the needs of minority students
and less likely to misinterpret cultural differences as a learning problem. With increasing numbers of
minority students entering the school systcm each year, the teaching force can only he strengthened
by the infusion of teachers w ho bring with them ethnic and cultural diversity.

3. All students benefit from having teachers who represent today's pluralistic society. If students arc to
be trulv prepared for the real world. they need exposure to a teaching force that is representative of
the larger society. Without an ethnically-diverse teaching force. students* awareness and experience are
limited and their ability to interact with all segments of society is severely restricted. There is a need
for a good mix of ethnically-diverse educators who can ease barriers and add value to student learning

poividing each indn idual ith an equal opportunity to become the best teacher possible: teachers
Who expect to enhance each student's learning potential. regardless of ethnic or cultural background.

4. An ethnically-diverse teaching force can bring stability to the staffing of schools in some regions that
have traditionally experienced high teacher turnover rates. Many districts that serve large percentages
of minority students have had to resort to recruiting in far-aw ay places to staff their classrooms. Many
of these incoming teachers experience "culture shock- and soon leave the district to return home. thus
further contributing to the high teacher turnover rate. Teachers from the same ethnic and cultural
backgrounds as the student population are more likely to adjust to teaching in such a setting and are
more likely to remain in their teaching positions longer. For these reasons, the infusion of additional
minority teachers can have a very positive influence on the stability of staffing in some regions of thecountry.

In light of the prey ious four points. many of the negative effects of not ha% ing an ethnically-diverse teaching
force are self-evident. However. one group of participants summed up the situation most succinctly w hen
they w rote. -We want children in schools that reflect the larger society.. . . Not having an ethnically-diverse
teaching staff reurds the ability of students to become good citizens.-

While strongly endorsing the belief that an ethnically-diverse teaching force is desirable, participants were
also clear in issuing cautions:

While it is important that all students develop an appreciation for their own culture and others, perpetuating
a culture should not be at the expense of preparing students to enter and be productive in the mainstream

7 1 5
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of society. An example given by participants was that while students should be encouraged to maintain
their ow n cultural traditions, they should also be exposed to the traditions of the dominant culture.
Students will become more comfortable about interacting with other cultures w hen they can confront
them in educational settings. the w orkplace. and in sociery o a whole.

2. Schools should provide an organizational structure chat facilitates formal opportunities for ethnic and
cultural mixing. but it is important nor to interfere with the informal social structures of students. For
example. participants suggested that in their classes students should be exposed to other students from
a variety of cultures and ethnic groups. However. it was felt that schools should not interfere when
students of a like culture n ish to sit together in the lunchroom or study as a group after school.

So Where Are We Now?
The continuum presented in Figure 1 is not a finished product. but is presented as a beginning point to
help clarify varying degrees of ethnic diversity in the teaching profession. By utilizing this continuum. we
can draw several interrelated inferences:

1. There's always room for improvement. N1any districts would report that they are struggling to recruit
even 3 few minority teachers. Other districts may have had more success and should be proud of their
achiev ement: but these districts should continue to strive for improvement. Educators in these settings
can use the continuum tO challenge themselves to progress even further toward the goal of having

a teaching force that is reflective of our pluralistic society.

I. Hitting a moving target is difficult. Perhaps it would be helpful to visualize short-term, mid-term and
long-range goals for recruiting and retaining minority teachers. "Success.- however. as it relates to the

composition of an ethnically-diverse teaching force remains undefined: it is like a moving target. We

must continue to aim for that definition, while making the commitment of resources needed to make

a long-term difference.

3. Simple solutions to complex problems are almost always wrong. With the continuum perspectis e

in mind, educators and policymakers can conceptualize the strategies that promise a potential pay-off

years dow n the road. Hopefully, this framework can help those in charge of minority teacher recruit-
ment and retention to resist some of the pressure to focus solely on quick-fix solutions chat have little

hkelihood of long-term success.
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Ratan and Net.A

THE IMPACT OF AN ETHNICALLY-D1VERSE
STAFF ON THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION
By Charles M. Hodge

Lamar University

T0 enhance the goalit of education through the recruitinem of a dierse teaching staff is a most
worthy goal of an educational enterprise. Each member of the profession should accept the in-
div idual responsthilitv to convey to policy makers the impact a diverse teaching staff has on
all students w ho populate our schools. Diversity is not a minority issue, it is a national concern.

The decline in diversity is accompanied by a decline in teaching as a career choice. During the period
of 1970 to 1985. interest in the teaching profession dropped from 19.3% to 6.2%. Further. between 1977
and 1986. the percentage of students who are enrolled at historically black institutions of higher education
and w ho expressed an interest in teaching declined from 13.4% to 8.7%. This decline in interest in the
teaching profession is compounded by a projected teacher shortage. The Carnegie Task Force on Teaching
as a Profession projects that 1.3 million new teachers will be needed between 1986 and 1992. Current
data, however. reveals that the pool of new teachers to meet the demand w ill decrease from 87% to 65%
during the Same time period.

The supply and demand percentages w ithin the teaching profession are accompanied by a decline in the
number of minorities w ho are a pan of the teaching force. Data reported by the National Education Association
concluded that minorities constitute only 10.3% of the teaching force. According to the National Center
for Education Sutistics. the 10.3% is a decline from 12.2% in 1977. Retirement and attrition rates. estimated
to be betw een 6 to Wu annually, further exacerbate the teacher supply and demand dilemma. As the teaching
force declines, the number of minority students in the public K-1 Z schools is increasing. Black children
and Hispanic children represent 25.3% of the students in public schools. Black and Hispanic teachers.
how ev er. represent only 8.8% of the teaching force. Conversely. 71.2% of the children in public schools
are w hae and 89.7"9 of the teachers are white.

It is clear that the schooling process is threatened unless immediate and aggressive efforts are undertaken
to attract, prepare and retain teachers. As a part of that process. constant attention must focus on the
need for the teaching force to reflect the diversity of our society for the good of all students.

States and individual institutions must take advantage of the teacher shortfall to increase the number of
minorities in the teaching force. Efforts to address the current circumstances have the potential for im-
proving the supply of teachers and. at the same time. enhancing the prospects for ethnic diversity among
the teacher ranks.
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The problem and the nential are further illustrated when consideration is given to statistics that highlight
the situation for the teaching profession. For instance, during the years 1980-1986, degrees leading to
entry level teaching decreased by 26%; and, while there are indications of increased interest currently.
less than 10% of the education students are from minority groups. In obtaining a clearer picture of the
profession's ills, consider that between 1976 and 1984, the number of teachers 34 years of age or less
declined from 33% of all teachers to 37%. During the same period, teachers with four years experience
or less declined from 27% to eight percent of all teachers. Conversely, during the same span of years.
teachers with 15 or more years of classroom experience increased from 27% of all teachers to 44%. Thus.
the teaching force is aging. young teachers are not remaining in the profession and new professionals are
not entering the teaching enterprise. Consider also that 113,000 teachers were hired in 1981, and 213%000
are projected to be hired in 1992. Though the pool from which new teachers can be hired is shrinking.
minority groups represent a potential supply pool.

Adding to the dilemma is the decline in the college enrollment for minorities. especially black males. To
illustrate, during the years 1976 and 1988. the college enrollment for low income, black. young males
decreased from 40% to 30%. By gender. in 1988. 360/0 of the females from the Sallie loss income popula-
tion attended college as compared to 23% of the males from the same population.

The suppl and demand is having a major impact on the teaching profession nationally. The lack of career
interest and the less than desirable college enrollment rate of minorities are seriously affecting efforts to
create a more balanced racial and ethnic diversity within the teaching force. Here in Texas, the situation
reflects the national circumstance. In Texas, minorities constitute 49% of the total public school enrollment.
Black and Hispanic teachers constitute 32% of the total teaching force in Texas. According to recent data,
the enrollment of blacks in Texas higher education is 8.3% of the total student population (compared
to 12% black population in Texas). The enrollment of Hispanics in Texas higher education is 13,7%
(compared to 24% Hispanic population in Texas). For Texas there are some added signs of encouragement
that. one hopes. can bc translated into more minority teachers for Texas' classrooms. From 1989 to 1990.
the black students' enrollment in higher education increased by 5.3% for a total of 1,743 students. During
the same period. 1989 to 1990. the number of Hispanic students enrolled in higher education increased
by 4,340 students, for a percent increase of 8.6. In spite of these increases, retention remains a problem
and incentives for choosing teaching as a career option must be provided.

Establishing a more diverse teaching force suggests a simple. though monumental, task. Demographics
indicate a sufficient pool of potential minority teachers. The task is to increase the high school graduation
rate of minority students, insure their enrollment in institutions of higher education, develop successful
retention programs. and encourage and entice these minority students to consider teaching as a career
option. Additionally, there must be a concerted effort by representatives from institutions of higher education
and other educational enterprises, to establish and foster state-wide programs that will result in a more
dis erse teaching force, and the restoration of the teaching profession to a level of community respect.

Through collaboration and partnerships. some efforts are underway to address the issue of improving the
level of diversity within the teaching force. Below is a brief summary of a number of efforts that combine
the energies of colleges and school districts.
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1. Publication: Remit* ifinwity TemheiN: .1 Pimfiral Guide (.520.00) American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education

summer camps explained
describes projects that encourage teacher aides to qualify for teaching
outlines 4 successful programs tor recruiting minority teachers

Program: North Carolina Teaching relkiss, Program

$20,000 education loanforgiven for teaching in North ( arohna for four sears
4 vears of operation. I .2(H) top students including 21rii minority 1240)

3. Program: Nlinorit% Teacher Preparation Program. I. 'nit ersits of Wisconsin-Whitewater

designed ro imprin c the rme of transfer of minority students from two Year colleges and assistance
for successful completion of the teacher education program

4. Program: SELECTThe Search for Excellent Leaders to Enter Careers in Teaching (White Plains
Public Schools, Westchester Community (;ollege and Pace University of Ness York)

recruitment of college bound adults seeking mid-life career changes
team-taught courses through collaboration among three institutions

S. Mini-Corps: Federally funded recruitment and training program

designed to recruit and train students of migrant worker background to become bilingual teachers
initiated in Porterville. California
invokes high schools, junior and senior institutions of higher education

h. Program: Alternative Teacher Certification

The alternative routes to teacher certification in some states has resulted in an increased number
of minority teachers.

These summaries describe a limited number of the several projects underway nationwide to increase the
pool of minority teachers. However, the crisis requires that much more be done to increase the interest
in teaching as a career and to insure that the profession reflects society's diversity. To give attention co
the crisis, members of educational enterprises must present the salient points to community leaders and
state policy makers. It is not too late to reverse the trend. However. if the teaching profession is to reflect
the diversity of America, efforts at the local, state and national levels must receive immediate priority.

Reference

Hodge. Charles NI. 1990. starch). Paper presented at the in% ited forum t() de%elop an agenda for the 1990, on
Staffing Texas Sehno/s arith an Fihnitallr-Ditrrye Teaching 14nre. lenger Hotel, San Antonio, T.
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STAFFING TEXAS SCHOOLS WITH AN
ETHNICALLY-DIVERSE TEACHING FORCE
By Vicky S. Dill

Texas Education Agenc)

The deniographics regarding minority recruitment are noU direly familiar and their impact on
hat cdtleators Must imnnnently address is sinking in at the gut le% el. That minority recruitment

is J hot topic cannot he disputed tlienninger. "Recruiting Minority Students Issues and Options.-
.loarmthif Tewher Education. p...i51: neither can anyone doubt that it is a Texas-size task (Texas
Eduation Agency. 1989. Rtwarth MO. pp. h-8).

At the spring conference on -Staffing Texas Schools %% ith an Ethnically-Diverse Teaching Force" in San
.intonio. Texas. the demographics and the magnitude of the task only seemed to energize us and optimism
ran high as facult% from all let els of education heard Marty Haberman note that. "Persistence is one of
the highest forms of intelligence in the classroom... What is needed is persistence and the ability to lit e
tt ith a aricty of models. tt hile attempting to accomplish a variety of needs simultaneously in a politicallt
ambiguous. 3nd olatile time. Into %%hat attitudes, issues, and strategies does that persistence translate
in the cam: of minority teacher recruitment? When college deans. school district specialists. first-year teachers.
Agent.% staff members, educational organization staff. service center personnel, and advocacy group members

sit dow n in a circle and discuss their definitions of -ethnically-diverse," restructuring takes on nov meaning.
It tt ears a human face. We could not look at one another and narrowly define "diverse.- We began to
hear tt ords like "mternationar and -multilingual," We could not look at the beginning minority teachers
sitting in our circle, feeling just a hit intimidated, and not want to address directly %%hatever it %%as that
made it difficult for them to reach their dream: teaching in the Texas classroom,

At one time, our children might have told us. "You hat e an attitude.- So it %%as tt WI unexpected enthusiasm.
c% en an unscholarlY sense of joy, that many participants felt roles, boundaries, and turf become more pliable

as con% ersations progressed. With our sket es rolled up. our hands were tree to explore the task %%ith com-
mitment and a sense of expansion we uould not ha%e had in our mi. n individual settings. We sensed a

illingness to do what has to be done to git e minorities greater access to the classroom, and w e sensed
a refusal to accept impediments or to fail. -Fhts is the attitude that w ill effect the significant restructuring
of organizations that have hindered minorities from entering the mainstream of our profession.
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The issues w e addressed w ere many:

Why have we failed in the past?
What population should we target now?

What can w e do. given our perennially slim budgets?

Strategies also proliferated:

We might recruit in the junior high:
cs ell restart our Future Teachers' Club:
we'll beef up scholarships for student teaching:
w e'll fute open enrollment.

Attitudes. issues, and strategies gelled somew hat. Undoubtedly, several solid and specific directions will

emerge for minority teacher recruitment in Texas in the 90s.

What has changed the most. however, is our awareness and our attitude. Recruitment is no longer a task

for those road-weary travellers housed just beyond the broom closet, somewhere in the administration

building. Rather, it is a deeply felt. shared commitment co change the nature of the educational environ-

ment and the nature of institutions so that minorities, soon to be the majority in Texas, canin significantly

greater numbers enter and succeed in the teaching profession.



Lams and Regmamendations.

ATTRACTING AND RECRUITING AN
ETHNICALLY-DIVERSE TEACHING FORCE

Gloria Contreras
l^nivcrsit) of North Texas

Jon M. Engelhardt
The University of Texas at El Paso

epresentatk es from higher education. the Texas Education Agency. and school districts cattle
together to (.0 discuss the nature and problems associated w ith creating an ethnicall.-dk erse
teaching force. and (ht make reconmiendations for attracting persons of dk erse ethnic backgrounds
into the teat hing profession. What follow s are the results of that group's deliberations.

issues
On the surface (it the statement. an "ethnicalls-dii else teaching force- is a teaching f)rce made up ot in-
dit idnals of dit erse ethnic origins. .1'his definition. him et er. is too simplistic and glosses 0% er the subtleties
of the statement. First. and consistent w ith the surface definition, it refers to the character and background
of those intik iduals t ho make up the teaching force. But more than skin ceilor. surname or hentage. this
refers to mdk ideals w ith an understanding of di% erse cultures and the implications of diverse cultures for
teaching and learning. Gender is an important aspect of this sense of ethnic diversity. Second. an ethnically-
di% erse teaching force refers to a teaching force that is knowledgeable and skilled in helping students learn

ho arc of ethnically-di% erse backgrounds. ft huffier those backgrounds match the teacher or not. Third.
it refers to a teaching force that focuses on individuals, both in teaching methods and educational philosophy.
Rather than a teaching force that attempts to mold students into a single American vulture (the -melting
pot- t, it honors cultural distinctit eness and helps individuals capitalize on that distinctit eness in contributing
to an et olt ing American society. That there is a need for a teaching force made up of persons w ho thenishcs
are ethnicalls dit erse is obt ious. but famil . heritage alone is not sufficient to define the needs of an American
teaching force.

While few w ould question the desirability of an ethnicalls erse teaching force, attaining such a force
is a formidable task. l'here arc numerous obstacles. As long as the prunars recruitment of future teachers
is from the predominantly w bite, rural areas. 3nd as long as presert ice teacher education practica at oid
the minorim-dominant urban centers, a true ethnicallv-diverse teaching force w ill be ekisk e. Teacher educa-
tion programs are. not structured to promote the values of an ethnically-di% erse society or school system.
Oilleges of teacher education and school districts must join together and aggressis ely recruit indk iduals
from urban areas into teaching. as t ell as w ork together to provide suitable role models. know ledge and
perspective on teaching in ethnically rich environments. Too mans teachers currently experience a form
of -ctilaire shock- w hen they enter the w orld of practice.
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Yet another obstacle is the unstated Message about cultural diversity communicatei to our young, future
teachers through our existing school curriculum. The old one-day "fiesta" response to providing a multicultural
curriculum prevails. Both textbook publishers and district curriculum leaders must address these messages.
overt and cos ert. being communicated to school children. many of whom will or will nor choose in the
future to become teachers.

Other obstacles to a more ethnically-diverse and multiculturally competent teaching force are:

I . Cooperating teachers too frequent!. dwell on die pioblems of teaching. discouraging rather than en-
couraging both student teachers and children who would be our future teachers.

2. Early and appropriate recruiting and marketing approzch.:.. fnr futur,: teachers are missing. especiall\
those aimed at securing parental support. Existing traditional groups. like the Future Teachers of America.
are not active in the elementary and middle schools.

3. Recruiters from universities are themselves not sufficiently diverse ethnically and lack multicultural
training.

4. Os er-reliance on tests limits access to the teaching profession for many minorities, who by other criteria
promise to be successful teachers.

3. An appropriate career path is lacking to help many of the current teacher aides (5.000 in South Texas
alone) enter the teaching profession.

In addition, until the issues of loss teacher salary and poor public image are resolved, the prospects for
an ethnicall.-diverse teaching force are slim. The teaching profession as a whole, politicians and the American
public. must renew their commitment to creating a world-class educational system, one that acknoss ledges
the strengths and potential contributions of all citizens.

Recommendations
To attain a more ethnically-diverse teaching force in the 1990s, the following recommendations are offered
ss ith respect to public school educators. universit y. personnel. state legislators, state education agencv per-

sonnel. and representatives of educational organizations and service agencies.

l'ublic School Educators

1. Begin as early as thc elementary school to promote the possibility of teaching as a career.

Work w ith universities in on-campus career programs to explore educational careers.

3. Be a positive role model. Encourage persons of all colors and backgrounds to become teachers. and
demonstrate the los e and idealism that have led educators to their profession.
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University Personnel

1. Develop programs to attract mature, non-traditional populations to teaching (e.g.. teacher aide population
and alternative teacher preparation pn)grams).

2. Work t ith schools and their dementars and secondarY students to promote acY Merless ot career op-
portunities in teaching.

3. Work YY ith schools to det clop jitint scholarship programs for potential minority teachers (e,g.. Texas
A&N1 Program).

4. f )isseminate the "grin% sour imn" program (e.g.. ( :4)4;414:Nuke 'reacher Aide-Scholar Program ins oh. int;
Ft. Worth Independent School I )istrict and rarrant ( :ounts Junior College. 'revas Christian t nis ersity
Feas Weslean Unnersits. and the [nisi:D.1E\ of North Tesas).

5. Pros ide financial aid in the form ot teaching assktant salaries or stipends for preservice teachers, especialk
minorities.

ft. Pros ide bridging experiences tor junior college transfers into senior institutions by pros iding the finan-
cial, academic. and %owl support to ensure that the first semester is successful acadeinicalls and
per. (malls .

. Operate nugnet (or professional des dopment) schools for future teachers.

S. Pros ide incentis e pas for speculi/ed teachers.

9. Offer prep courses for the l'eas Academic Skills Test (TASK

11). Esubilsh m.re eftectise guidance and socializing experiences for students entering teacher education
progums.

State Legislators and State Education Agency Personnel

Fund the alreads enacted forgivable loan program for those preparing to teach.

\lake teacher salaries and working conditions attractise to prospectise teachers.

Itide minorits representation in all les els of decision-nuking.

4. Increase potential competition for teachers tic pros iding opportunities on a broader base for summer
luiol-related emplos ment (e.g.. staff or curriculum cky etopment university coursessork).

3. Adequately fund the teacher recruitment ettort mandated in 513 494 and include a component targeted
to minority prospects.

6. Fund student teaching experiences tor those YY ho suffer economic hardships in order to complete cer-
tification requirements (students ss ho must quit jobs to student teach/.

7. Offer an electice course aimed at attracting high school students into teaching that %could alloys con-
current high school and uniy ersity ley el course credit te.g.. Pan American Uniy ersitv's pilot project).
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Eductr;onal Organizations and Community Groups

1. Encourage business people to become invok.ed in schools.

2. Encourage students to consider teaching as a career.

S. Offer stipends and scholarships to those %%ishing to teach.

4. Promote respect for the teaching profession.

5. Recommend to the state organization of counsdors that they promote teaching opportunities w students.

h. Assist the teaching profession by apprising legislators of the needs for a quality education.
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Ism= and Rego/inundations

PREPARING AN ETHNICALLY-DIVERSE
TEACHING FORCE

W. Robert Houston
Uniersit of Houston

Margarita Calderon
Unkersit of Calitiwnia, Santa Barbara

ITeacher preparation has receis ed considerable criticism during the past feA% years. particulark
\\ ith respect to preparing teachers for culturally di% erse schools, In recent research studies
d louston, 1988: POOH. both prospective teachers and first-ear teachers indicated they w ere

more comfortable and better prepared to teach in general than to teach at-risk students. Beginning
minority teachers. particularly those in bilingual settings. report a lack of preparation in conducting in-
struction in mo languages and dealing t ith a multitude of programs. approaches. and implementation practices
tlut fall under the rubric of bilingual programs (Calderon. 1990). Issues invoked %% ith preparing teachers
for an ethnically-dherse pupil population are follimed in this article by recommendations for various groups
im ok ed in the process.

Issues
Difficulties of Ethnically-Diverse Prospective Teachers

Minorities. particularly first-generation immigrants. often have no role models to emulate. \limy are the
first persons from their family to attend college. and emotional support and encouragement comes onlx
from others. The issues for teacher educators are: (1 how to provide a mentor support group: and (2)
hm% to design programs in %\ hich minorities can interact \% ith potential mentors and develop cadre groups

ith other students.

Program struLtore and sequence is another issue. Prospectit e teachers tith children, or ho are currentk
emplot ed. need child care assistance and more flexible course times and sequences. Rigid curriculum patterns
that do not .wcommodate individual needs inhibit the progress of some potential teachers. Out-of-class
assignments should also be formulated w ith diterse populations in mind. Observations and experiences
in schools need to be scheduled to accommodate employed persons or those tith time-bound respon-
sibilities, Teacher aides often have experiences that promote their understanding of teaching. The issue
for teacher preparatory institutions is hott to accommodate intik idual needs tt hile maintaining qualitx pro-
grams and rigorous requirements.
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High admission standards often preclude the admission of an ethnically-diverse teaching force. Open-
admission colleges and universities too often have high failure and drop-out rates. Those persons who
complete degree and certificatkm requirements may have content deficiencies due to: (1) inadequate prepara-
tion in the discipline or in general education: (2) inadequate study skills; or (3) limited life experiences.
Poor language skills. inadequate scores on required certification tests, or limited experiences with other
cultures limit prospective ethnically-diverse teachers. Higher education institutions are called on to main-
tain standards while providing opportunities for bright, committed persons to compensate for previous
deficiencies. The importance of this issue is clouded by the desire of universities to be recognized for
the competence of their graduates. Students who succeed in college typically have a small support group
affiliation. Minorities, particularly, are often programmed to believe they are not personally adequate to
succeed. To them, others seem more confident, more knowledgeable. more cognizant of the major issues
of the day. Although the university curriculum and procedures are designed for individual attainment, in-
stitutions need to recognize that this is not an isolated. independent achievement. Providing ways for students
to succeed individually while being part of a cadre challenges faculty ingenuity. Accommodating and fostering
such support (personal. social, and emotional, as well as academic) poses a number of issues for those
preparing prospective teachers. Because teaching requires interactive performance, feedback in a positive
support cadre is particularly important.

Teacher preparation programs need to capitalize on the potential cultural contributions of minority students.
Each represents a rich heritage that could only enhance the college curriculum and provide an opportunity
for minorities to be recognized for their contributions. Cultural values, language, festivals, stories, moral
expressions. and famil histories are some of the ways individuals from diverse cultural backgrounds can
enhance the understanding of fellow students and help them become more effective teachers. The issue
for colleges and universities is how to incorporate this within the constraints of the program.

Financing an education is particularly important. Many minorities wanting to be teachers come from poor
homes and need assistance to complete a college education. Scholarships and fellowships are more readily
available today than in previous years, but are still inadequate and often unknown to those needing them.
Even the cost of entrance examinations such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). and particuiarly the
costs of preparation programs for taking such tests, deter some students. The issue for colleges is how
to secure scholarships and loans for iES students, and how to assizt them in passing tests such as the Texas
Academic Skills Program (TASP) and the Exam for Certification of Educators in Texas (ExCET).

The issues previously identified challenge the traditional concept of a four-year academic university, putting
the emphasis on exit, not entrance requirements; on support systems; on the value ot life experience.
not jug academic knowledge; and on the needs of older, disadvantaged students. Professional teacher
educators may need distinctly different post-baccalaureate expectations for an ethnically-diverse teaching
force. Finally. university programs need to be systemically structured to prepare students as teachers; in-
tegrated. focused on actual needs, not instructor expertise. Faculty needs not only recent. relevant school
experience, but positive attitudes toward schools, teachers, and prospective teachers, particularly minorities.
The role of facult is to educate. not criticize; to know their students and their needs; and to address
those needs.
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Problem Implementation

The major problem is one of incentives. There are few incentives for institutions to recruit and prepare
minority students. General entrance requirements and continuing program requirements are rdativelv in-
flexible, and institutions that violate standards are punished in books that describe the quality of college,
and in accreditation visits. While some state funds hate been allocated for attracting minorities. funds are
not aVailahle to pros ide the individual support needed for them to be successful. And. w hen they are not
successful and drop out, attrition rates are charged against unit ersitY quality.

For individual faculty. working with individual students is not rewarded. SuccessfUl teachers hat e had mentors.
set the professor-student ratio is so high in most institutions and the demands of other responsibilities
so great, that facuky seldom hate the needed time to ads ise and counsel their students on a regular one-
to-one basis, and to know them as persons. not just numbers.

Regulations are another problem. Test scores for admission to teacher education programs and for cer-
tifkation have inflexible cut-off scores. Within the program there is little flexibility to meet the needs of
individual students because of requirements of the institution of higher education. the lexas Education
.gency. and the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. Taken individually, each set is reasonable:
taken together. they lock students into heavily structured programs.

( :lunge is occurring too rapidly in regulations so there is little opportunity to formulate a program for preparing
teachers, test it ith a pilot group. and then modify its content and processes before it is tried t ith the
total group. The issue for institutions is host to meet the needs of the 21st century environment. con-
tinually in flux because of new legislated requirements.

FinallY. the leadership in teacher education is inadequate. Strong. recognized. admired voices need to be
at ailahle to the gosernor and legislature as nest policies are prepared. The legislature is becoming more
frustrated st ith requests for additional funds. and the lack of results in schools. They have tried almost
et ers recommendation of national and state commissions, and of the Southern Regional Education Board,
and still there is a arms ing shortage of teachers, and only a stable achiesement level of students. Impros ing
the education of minorities is a priority for most government officials: helping them find the keys to that
improt ement is a challenge for educators. Coordination among departments within the university and he-
it' een schools and universities is needed to assure a balanced. integrated program. Not only should the
needs of culturally dis erse students be met through collaborative efforts, but their contributions to each
others' learning needs to be integrated as part of both the formal and informal educational system.

Recommendations
Recommendations for impros ing the preparation of an ethnically-di% erse teaching force are made in this
section for schools, unit ersities, policvmakers. educational organizations. and community and business
groups. Fhese lists represent the recommendations of participants in the conference.

Public School Educators

:ollaborate st ith colleges and universities in field experiences and ts ith staffing needs of both institutions:
permit and encourage universities to he int olt ed s ith effectise schools w ith culturallY diserse populations.

2. Organize magnet secondary schools tor the teaching profession.
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3. Provide ongoing staff development for teachers that includes the cognitive. linguistic, and affective

dimension of a culturally diverse population.

4. Emphasize outcomes in staff development for teachers and principals, and provide needed resources

for strong programs.

3. Fund and organize mentor support for first-year teachers: assign only the most effective teachers as

mentors.

University Personnel

1. Organize students into cadre groups.

2. Encourage faculty to adopt and mentor cukurally dit erse students, opening opportunities that help

assure their success, and maintaining regular contacts throughout their programs.

3. Encourage faculty to be acfively invoked in schools.

4. Provide regular. outcome-based facuky development that promotes: (1) greater understanding of the

influence of culture. language. and cultural diversity in schools; (2) facilities with integrated prepara-

tion programs: and (3) that supports the assessment and change of such programs.

3. Involve culturally diverse teachers as instructors and in the development and continual refinement of

teacher education programs.

h. Provide opportunities for students to improve their test-taking skills: to be oriented to university pro-

cesses. and familiar w ith support systems such as library reference materials.

7. Recognize differences in students due to culture, age. socioeconomic status, and family ethnicity, and

provide instructional alternatives that are based on their strengths and needs.

8. Provide mechanisms for dual admission: w hen students are admitted to community colleges they are

concurrently admitted to a four-year institution if they are successful during the first two years.

9. Identify students interested in teaching early in their program, regardless of w hat their major might

be. and pros ide support mechanisms.

Prm ide and advertise w idely scholarships and financial aid for cukurally diverse students.

1 1. Schedule evening and w eekend classes to accommodate individuals who work.

12. Structure programs and courses for students at mid-life who are making a career change to education.

They are typically more mature, have family responsibilities, and life experiences that enhance their

teaching competence.

13. Provide special training and support for master teachers w ho are rnentoring first-year teachers.

14. Explore paid internships for mature. cukurally diverse prospective teachers.



13. Invoke more full-time. senior facuky in teacher education.

I. Cotiaborate %%ith area schools to pronuite scholarships. contribute to staff development and sponsor
professional de% elopment schools to address the needs of culturalls and linguistically diverse students.

17. Dedicate a significant portion of resources to basic research in teacher education ith particular emphasis

on minorities and the impact of culwral diversity in schools.

State Legislators and State Education Agency Personnel

1. Deregulate teat hcr education. Reduce papers% ork and bureaucracy that is strangling creatisitv and the
purposes of education. Balance regulations w ith needed infornution. and increase emphasis on outcomes.

'. !intik e edut. atm-, in the dcis.,in-mAkin:.; data-ki,ed, esearch-supported kgislation
and regulations.

3. Distingukh between desired outcomes and ss nibols of those outcomes (e.g.. competence of graduates
as compared At ith test scores. diplomas. course grades): improse s alidity of symbols. partkularls as
thes relate to culturally diserse teachers and pupils.

4. Expand state-sponsored scholarships and dedicated loan programs for minorities, and encourage foun-
dations and other institutions to do likewise.

3. Work to imprine the public image of teachers. teacher educators, and the teaching process.

f). Encourage tAillaboration among schools and uni% ersities to improse the preparation of teachers.

7. Pros ide adequate funding for teacher education and school staff des elopment programs. Encourage
strong. % igorous. outcome-based programs that draw on the emerging cultural diversity.

S. Become actnelv in% ols ed w ith schools and uni% ersities. Since about half of a state's budget is devoted
to edutation. its pohcv makers should maintain current knowledge of needs and accomplishments.

i. Recognize exemplary programs and increase their visibility as a cs as to improve all programs,

Educational Organizations

1. Encourage prospective teachers through reasonable dues. reles ant programs. and contact it ith the prac-

ticing members of the profession.

2. Target students interests and needs in some journal articles.

3. Recognize indis iduals and programs making contributions to a culturally diverse teaching cadre.

4. Act as an ads ocic% group for improsed practices in schools and teacher education.

5. Des clop a professional creed or pledge for indi% idual members.

h. Provide special interest groups for persons from different areas of expertise cho are concerned es ith
cultural dis ersitv in education.
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Community and Business (koups

1. Promote educational excellence: expect it and support it.

2. Develop new ays to involve ethnically-diverse parents in schools.

3. Create more positive images of schools. teachers, and their contributions to society.

4. Engage in partnerships with schools. with released time for persons in the private sector to tutor pupils.
organize special school projects, assist through a leadership role, and act as a mentor to pupils.

3. Provide scholarships for prospective teacheis and for teachers in service, particularly those concerned
ith the education of culturally diverse pupils.
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huts ansil Recommendations

INDUCTING AND RETAINING AN
ETHNICALIN-DIVERSE TEACHING FORCE
By Elva G. Laurel

Edinburg CISD

The first year of teaching is stressful and many w ell educated. enthusiastic. and potentialls great
teachers leave teaching prematurely. Policy makers and administrators have been forced to
recognize that past approaches in retaining first year teachers are inappropriate and inadequate.
Schools are now facing critical shortages of teachers. particularly. well qualified. ethnically-diversed
teachers.

Issues
Beginning teachers face professional and personal challenges in their first year in the classroom. Profes-
sionally. the challenges begin with the most difficult teaching assignment, involving multiple preparations
and low-ability. at-risk students. With the growing number of at-risk students representing diverse popula-
tions. first rear teachers are faced w ith difficult assignments. Often the assignments are so difficult to teach
that experienced teachers have been able to escape them through seniority. The teachers are challenged

ith classroom priorities such as: classroom discipline, motivating students. identifying individual differences.
assessing students' work, their relationships with parents. organization of class work, insufficient materials
and supplies, and problem solving with individual students.

In the transition from the colleges of education to the real world of teaching. the personal challenges are
dealing with the insecurities that come from being in a new organizational setting: 1) New district and
building policies. practices. and regulations. (2) the varied and unique characteristics and needs of the school
and community. (3) activities related to the opening and closing of school. (4) policies and practices related
to student assessment and reporting. (5) defined instructional strategies. (6) content knowledge of varying
curricula. (7) classroom management and organization. (8) technical use and operation of the tools of the
trade and instructional media. (9) managing non-instructional demands. and (10) sacrificing leisure time.
Other personal challenges include: feelings of social isolation, a lack of camaraderie and collegiality. and
a sense of disorientation.

Expectations for Success
First year teaching success is difficult to acquire because certification as a teacher does not ensure the
mastery of all teaching tasks. The conceptual framework of induction for (minority) beginning teachers
becomes the promising continuum to explore staff development structures that interface and link with
successful teacher induction programs. Goals and content. the training process. and the context are the
built-in processes of effective teacher induction programs. The content supports strong links between certain
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teacher actions and desirable student outcomes. The content also supports teacher effectiveness in identified
classroom management practices, instructional techniques, and the expectations that students scores and
learning skills improve, regardless of ethnicity. A successful staff development effort to provide effective
induction programs must include administrative support from both principals and superintendents. The
principal, as an instructional leader, brings about improvement in teacher induction programs by com-
municating clear and consistent school policies1 establishing a prevailing climate, and encouraging the types
of interaction in the school chat support collegiality and experimentation. The principal supports teachers
who share ideas about instruction and try out new techniques in the classrooms. A supportive school context
is created through a variety of approaches to school-based teacher induction programs. Common elements
of supportive school contexts should include: 1) readiness; 2) training; 3) planning; 4) implementation;
5) maintenance: 6) awareness and commitment among staff; 7) needs assessment; 8) planning; 9) implemen-
tation; 10) evaluation; 11) reassessment; and 12) continuation. The major responsibility for planning and
implementation should be given to the local school staff with some degree of collaboration with faculty
from institutions of higher education, who can provide the benefits of powerful collaborations between
universities and school sites. Powerful collaborations between universities and school sites are the keys
to educational quality, demands and needs . ..in the building of a diversified learning network combining
formal. non-formal. and informal modes of education including the necessary assistance and motivation
to pursue successful teacher education and certifications in the college/university levels. (Chapman and
Laurel, 1990).

Promising Practices

The teacher induction continuum offers promising practices in making a positive difference in the pre-
service and inservice training as well as in the transfer of new skills to everyday teaching. Promising practices
in successful induction programs include: (1) well trained mentor teachers who are both models of good
teaching and supportive adults and who are able to help orient new teachers to the norms of the school
environment: (2) support systematic structures that allow time for new teachers to observe their mentors
and for their mentors to observe them, allowing time for processing the observations, articulating concerns
and engaging in mutual problem solving, (3) the establishment of a set of indicators or expectations for
new teachers and the use of some form of assessment to measure growth and mastery; (4) the incorporation
of research-based teaching skills, transfer strategies, and transfer of training through coaching; and (5) the
use of a panel or team of experts (another teacher, administrator, trainer, and/or faculty of institutions
of higher education) to review the beginning teacher's portfolio, (includinglive modeling, videotapes, detailed
narrative descriptions, etc.) for ongoing feedback.

Good induction program practices reinforce the habit of continuous learning so that teachers seek diverse
ways to grow and renew their teaching. Good induction program practices are critical for good teaching
because they reinforce new teachers' inquiry-based teaching strategies, help them choose appropriate
curriculum, and set up positive routines that facilitate effective teaching practices and interdependent
relationships within the support structures.

Volatile Mismatch

Mismatch issues should be avoided in the teacher induction continuum of minority beginning teachers.
Mismatch issues of culture shock, racism, language barriers, standardized tests, and lack of financial support
services transcend the color line. Mismatch issues of administrator support, support teams. induction year
teachers, mentor teacher, and community support directly affect the success of teacher induction programs.
Mismatching the roles of coaching innovations and evaluation innovations can be overwhelming.

The teacher induction continuum designed for inducting and retaining an ethnically-diverse teaching force
now offers one of the most promising routes for the teaching profession into the 21st century. The con-



ceptual framework for teacher induction programs transcends the vision and mission of a life-long professional
training continuum. it is linked to the awesome challenge of providing equal. high-quality education to
a student population that brings to the classroom unprecedented economic, social. cultural, and intellec-
tual diversity.

t *sing thoughts and discussions addressing inducting and retaining. conference participants generated specific
recommendations for persons w orking in the various role groups involved in staffing the Texas schools
v. ith an ethnically-diverse teaching force. The role groups include: public school educators. university per-
sonnel, state legislators and state education agency personnel. representatives of educational organizations
and service agencies. and representatis es ot advocacy groups and businessfindustm.

Recommendations for Public School Fdlicfitorv

1. School di,,triets need to be realistic ab-.i e.iio atheis %Aid) a dAerse pc,pulazon
of students.

2. Incoming teachers from different parts of the country should he sensitized to work with the targeted
student population. Offer inservice training to help the first year teachers adjust to a new en% tronment.
It could be done with mentors and offered at the university campus.

3. School districts should allow appropriate time elements for the sharing of lesson plans to pro% ide an
opportunity of exchange hem een support and first-year teachers. It will also alleviate the pressures
for new teachers.

4. School districts should make the financial commitment to support teacher training programs that meet
the needs and goals of first-year minority teachers.

3. School districts should help teachers prepare for culturally diverse communities.

6. The principals should match mentors with beginning teachers. The selection of mentor teachers should
involve the principal and the teacher organizations.

7. School districts should include a committee of teachers to help facilitate the networking of new teachers.
provide feedback. support, assistance in learning and refining skills, and in developing problem-solving

8. School districts should adopt a high school program in w hich students work with elementary children
as teaching assistants to positively promote the teaching profession.

Recommendations for University Personnel

1. University personnel should deliver strong programs on classroom management. a course on
multiculturalism, and sensitivity training as applicable to minorities in courses or projects.

Vni% ersities should be involved with practices in the public schools in order to remain realistically-
aware of issues and problems.

3. Universities should offer internships for teacher induction and support training programs.

4. University faculty in charge of teaching content courses for teachers should w ork closely with schools
of education instructors to enhance the uni% ersity experience for teacher candidates.
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3. University professors involved in training teacher candidates should be allowed a fully paid sabbatical
to work within public schools in order for them to keep in touch with the real issues and the impact
of higher education on public schools.

6. Universities should provide graduate programs in effective supervision and clinical practices related
E0 teacher induction programs.

7. Universities should provide research identifying mentor models that include university personnel.

Recommendations for State Legislators and State Education Agency Personnel

I . Provide finances for graduate course study programs for beginning and support teachers in the areas
relating to teacher induction.

- Provide substitute pay and good stipends for teachers participating in teacher induction programs.

3. Provide incentives for first year teachers as a means of retaining the brightest and best.

4. Allow release time for professors to do observations and supervision of new teachers under S.B. 994.
Certification will then be based on the knowledge and skills of the new teachers, and not be influenced
by time constraints.

3. Evaluate non-certified, nen teachers affected by S.B. 994 with an instrument other than Tl'AS. but
based on some of the TrAS criterion. This alleviates the pressures and allows for creative, effective
teaching practices.

Recommendations for Teacher Organizations, Education Service Centers,
Business and Industry, Others

I. Teacher organizations should develop partnerships with business and provide scholarships for beginning
teachers to continue their education.

2. Teacher organizations should distribute teacher induction program research, designs. and data through
professional journals.

3. Education service centers should serve as a liaison fostering relationships between school districts and

universities.

4. Education service centers should offer make-and-take workshops for beginning teachers.

3. Educational organizations and business/industry should promote. adopt. and support teacher education.
teacher induction programs and quality education.

6. Education agencies and organizations should offer creative and viable solutions to properly finance
public schools and promising programs.

7. Create education service centers in remote areas.
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hues angi &commendations

RETAINING AN ETHNICALLY-DIVERSE
TEACHING FORCE
By Aurelio Montemayor

Intercuhural Development Research Association

eed and Opportunity
Current needs to attract and keep teachers in the profession. great as thev might be. are pro-
jected to be greater through the beginning of the next century. The need for qualified. experienced
teachers is further intensified b. specific needs for teachers It ho represent the ethnic composition

of the student population and the slit ersity of the %Mc and country.

Students from ethnic minorities need to hat e teachers both from their lit% n group ati N% ell as from other
minority and majoritt groups. Particular positions that hat e historically been gender specific must expand.
To lack di\ erctt us to model a dit ided. separated and stratified society, and to ensure the continuation
of the problems that these conditions foster. Adults and children ho stork and learn in a multitukural
setting. acquire att areness. sensitit itY and exposure to a truly democratic society. It offers expanded op-
portunities for representatit es of minorities to become leaders. hile pros iding a broader perspectit c to
those maioritv students ho At ill become leaders. Ethnic diversity pros ides the "salad bour setting that
Aims for respect and aliLation of dit erse traditions. s hile preparing all children to surt it e and succeed
in the English-speaking mainstream of United States society.

Issues

Minority teachers lea% e school districts for a aria.. of reasons. Fel% districts hat e a structured induction
process. I'he minority teacher is often at a loss about district administrative requirements and demands;
does not knots or understand the campus procedures: feels lost and does not knots At ho to talk to: is afraid
to communicate insecurities tt ith peers and administrators: feels frustrated ith the student's lack of respon-
sit eness and failure to learn: and ultimately despairs ot et er becoming an effecto, e teacher.

Teachers that come from poor and minoritv groups mar y. times face isolation and separation from their
ethnic group culture. and also a distancing frona the majority :Ind other minority groups represented ou
their faeultt . \lam of the students at major unit ersities in urban areas return to their hometott ns and
rural areas after graduation, so that large urban school districts don't benefit from the influx of college students
from outlying areas. In some cases. a single Hispanic female tt ill return home to teach because of lot aim
and attachment to familv.
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A different source of the minority brain-drain from education clusters around economics, prestige and the
possibilities of professional advancement. Whereas an education degree has been a common field for Ilisix.nics
to attain, many are now opting for such fields as pre-medicine. pre-law and business. The diminishing
prestige of the teaching profession, coupled tt ith the attraction of more lucrative professions that It ere
previoush seen as unattainable for most minority students, makes it cry difficult to attract and keep young.
bright minority teachers in the profession. For many Hispanics. teaching becomes an interim job tt bile
they tt ork on a higher degree leading to a position in another profession.

Some of the problems in keeping minorities in teaching are generic to most teachers. In Texas, for example.
the current increase of teacher bashing and the public distrust of education are depressing teachers' morale.
The disincentives of the teacher career ladder requirements that encourage competitiveness among teachers
couples ith the anxiety about the reacher appraisal system Adn,inictrators, the media and the public
pressure teachers to raise test scores. The media fosters competition among schools by publishing test
results. Papers% ork and requirements are increased without concomitant support or benefits. The teacher
assessment and evaluation pressures overshadow support systems and collegiality.

Poor communication processes on campus. and an authoritarian. judgmental. and punitive administrator
can discourage teachers from remaining in the profession.

As minority parents verbalize dissatisfaction n ith the education system, the teacher becomes a target for
what are broader systemic problems, most of tt hich are beyond the teacher's control. Minority teachers
find themselves in especially difficult situations trying to advocate for children and families and still remain
supportive of fellow teachers and administrators. Administrators and majority teachers sometimes expect
minority teachers to speak for their ethnic group. to understand and be able to solve the problems that
surface in teaching minority children, and be the ones to communicate n ith the parents, especially tt hen
there is a language incompatibility-.

Special programs, such as bilingual education and focused assistance to poor children. hate historically
not been considered ideal assignment for teachers. The needs of the children, the inadequate preparation
of teachers by colleges for these populations, and the limited resources available, make these assignments
the salt mines for most teachers. Yet poor and minority children make up the majority of students in the
stigmatized programs. Even dedicated minority teachers get tired and feel undervalued and unappreciated
because of the stigma attached to these classes and groups. The contrasts typically made of programs.
("special education" vs. "gifted and talented"; "bilinguar vs. "regular- continues a tradition of tt orse-better
and "difficult and tedious vs. easy and delightful) eventually take their toll. 1inoricv teachers are caught
in a double bind of n anting to meet the needs of minority children and getting burned out in trying to
meet those needs.

Minority teachers, especially in large urban schools, feel isolation and separation from other teachers; suffer
with assignments to difficult classes; knon little about the culture of the school, the systemic regularities
and standard operating procedures. A teacher n ho knon s he/she is on a campus to fill a quota, to provide
an ethnic presence. needs sensitive support rather than excessive welcomes and repetition of "ne're so
glad you're here!" Most campuses have not pros ided resources for majority teachers to examine biases
and bigoted behat ior. and therefore foster the continuation of insulting behaviors ton ards minority teachers.

While inservice, staff development and workshops could be mitigating factors, they often aggravate the
problem with inappropriate presentations. Inservice could bc a means to an_wer burning questions. illustrate
relevant techniques. or to discuss current concerns and problems and then creatively propose practical



and doable solutions. At its tt orst. inservice imptises boring lectures on topies of little rek ict or an
anxietv-producing litany of requirements. When staff development ofiginates in the administration's perception
of needs. it becomes barrier to retaining teachers. It becomes an even greawr barrier to minorits teachers

ho are alreadY feeling alienated and unsupported.

Retaining teachers during their first three s ears of teaching is one task: it is another to keep them tor
the duration of their careers. There is no shortcut to having teachers w ho can draw on the learning ex-
perience tlut comes from teaching hundreds of children user a significant length of time. Experienced
teachers that have had a bilingual assignment for many years ma burn Mit or lose their enthusiasm for
many reasons. Proper support and recognition is not the norm. Sometimes a bilingual teacher\ success.
using methods tt ith students tt hum other teachers would have failed. arouses jealousy rather than praise.
"rhe eyuberance of support rcachcrs in being teeniznieed as rffectis e professional mentors to nett teat hers
reflects hint unrecognized thes had felt up to that point.

This list of problems is not necessarils comprehensis e. nor are the assumed to be unit ersall. present
in all school districts. 'Riese ate points that all experienced and s aricti audience identified As serimis him ks
to retaining minority teat. hers in the priifession.

Recommendations
The recommendations initial! focused on the school sy stem. including such areas as campus manage-
ment and district let el reform. Yet it st as clear that a broader community commitment is needed. s%ith
direct ins olsennt from unit ersities. educational organizations and sers ice agencies, legislators. state public
educatinn agencies. ads ocacs grnups. and business and industry. To recruit and retain minorits teachers
st ill require ins ols ement from all nrganized segments of the community.

Public School Educators

'Hie ideal campus climate is one in st Rich minorits teachers feel comfortable and needed. The campus
conduci.e to retaining teachers ss as defined as one that structures support for teachers: encourages formal
and informal self-esteem actis ifies for teachers: facilitates creative staff development w ith teacher input:
allow s for retlectis e thinking about teaching: pros ides a variety of rets ads including money, praise. and
opportunities for modeling and imitation: and consistently publishes successes and positive events. Principals
should consistently identifY and highlight exemplars. programs. The necessary support would hat e regularly
scheduled follow -up. allow for informal inter-classroom visits, and schedule visits for validation and
enciiuragement.

Induction programs that w ere merss helmingh supported pros ided information and emotional support to
nets minorits teachers, and coincidenulls alidated the experienced minority teachers. key characteristics
of the induction program included: I ) taking part in the nett teacher\ orientation. especially those ss ho
will minis are and he strong role models for new teachers: 2) pairing nets teachers with experienced teachers
to assist ts ith integration into the campus teaching community. ark e At solutions to teaching problems.
and to plan instruction: 3) focusing orientations at the beginning of the year orientations on classroom
nunagemem techniques rather than behas ior management: 5) providing new teachers with access to super.
visors and principals: ..md. h following-up on mentoring and staff des elopment activities.

series of recommendations applied directly to principals and administrators. Administrators must be non-
threatening and sensitis e to all teachers. and make special efforts to retain effective minorits. teachers.
They should facilitate and encourage teacher peer-sharing about methods and techniques. Principals should
gis e clear information and model those aspects of instructional leadership. other than es aluation of
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instruction. Principals must w elcome programs such as bilingual education and include them as important
parts of instruction, rather than isolating and rejecting them. Each campus should have comprehensive
plans and goals w hich include the retention of teachers at the campus level.

Administrators should: 1) allow for individuality: 2) encourage flexibility; 3) provide periodic sharing sessions
for teachers during the regular teaching day; and 4) handle logistics and participation in ancillary activities
to reduce anxiety and in erload. On an ideal campus that retains its best and brightest teachers, there tt ould
he 3 process to allow teachers to express discontent without reprisal and mediation support to resolt e conflict.

Teachers must be encouraged to establish nwtual support groups that allow them to be sensitise to their
n and each others' needs, and generally to reduce stress and burnout. Teaehers can ;Mist peers to reduce

paperwork through a ariety of approaches, such as cooperative learning instruction, self-and peer-student
evaluation .ictit

The current teacher oaluation system needs modification to reduce the threatening, inefficient and counter-
productive aspects of the career ladder process. The tension around the teacher appraisal system can be
diminished by demonstrating and modeling acceptable behaviors through inservice education. inter-classroom
visitation and coaching. The goal is to increase informal appraisal and feedback, and enhance collegial
sharing and mutual support. The promotion system should be a career pipeline with more flexible ad-
vancement. more rot ads for stamina and good teaching. and a more varied step-ladder.

Campuses should hat e more flexibility in programs. and provide more counseling services for students.
Innovative programs, such as cross-age tutoring Ounior high or high school students tutoring elementary
students) provide incentives and support across campuses. Support across grades and campuses also means
that teachers guide and prepare student% for the next grade at the end of each school year. By establishing
a pipeline from kindergarten through the ft% elfth grade. both students and teachers feel more supported
and are mock ated to return.

A vigorous campaign for parental invok ement, especially parents of poor and minority students. ith ap-
propriate outreach and positive communication w ith the families, can offer tremendous support to the
classroom teacher. Et en though many teachers contact families, having an outreach w 'flier reduces the
pressure on the teacher. It achieves the desired positive communication, and reverses the pattern of calling
the parent only when there is a problem. A strong connection between home and school increases the
chances of suc,..ess for the student, and can git e the teacher a new vision and a reason to stay in the classroom.

University Personnel
The recommendations for unit ersities applt to tt hat the university does tt hile preparing teachers. but more
importantk point to an ongoing accountabilitt and relationship to public schools and teachers.

Programs of quality assurance or warranty can be do eloped to support teachers following graduation. Im-
proved teacher preparation programs can be developed through feedback from these support teachers.
Continuing communication tt ith alumni ho are still teaching can give the universities aluable input for
their teacher preparation program,.

A series of strategies can strengthen the relationship betw een K-12 schools and the universities:

I) The unit ersity can provide graduate programs insert ice training. collaborative training designs. and
on-site demonstration teaching for teachers.

(2) The unn ersity can draw from the rich experiences of master minority teachers.
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(3) Research conducted by the unit ersity can identify and highlight the effeetite classroom practices
of minority teachers.

Of Teachers can st ork ith prospectit e teachers a, visiting professors and co-teachers, as t% en as model
effectit e teaching practices.

rhe unix ersitie. can recognize effectit e classroom teachers thrimgh academic titles and credit for
contributions to program,.

(6) The unit ersities can pros ide the opportunities to explore and conduct research. This is espei tails
true tor minoritY teachers ho has e succeeded ts, ith students for ss hum the educational ss stem has
not been ten successful.

Unit ersitie, can he the catalyst for teacher support groups for teacher retreats and actis ities to moot _He
and re-energize teachers. They can establish A collaboration bemeen community and universits on pro-
grams that are of broad interest. or that target a particular problem such a, drug abuse: or health
As full partners in decision-making at all letels. the communits and Linn ersnv can coordinate atm 'ties
and eNent and jointls des clop polies Statements.

State Legislators and State Education Personnel

'Ilse %tate education agency can support retaining teacher, In funding conferences such as this one \there
there is a unique mix of participants representing all the kinds of groups for %stitch recommendations are
being made. .1 meeting ts here all ideas are heard and recorded, discus.ed and digested. and st here &liberation
leads ItM.ird realistic solution,.

'l'he awnct should remote the distncentit es in the career ladder. recoizni/e a ss ider s ariet of professional
contribution.. and pros ide a more consistent and professional rets ard svstem. Ione incentis es should
be tied to further certification and or degrees. More safeguards for teacher,' salaries should be installed.

The agencs should support actual counseling for the students. pros ide indis idualized assistance in dealing
ss ith problem.. and JIM for an attitude of "st holeness.- Polies should support the implementation of such
'able c<mnseling.

\communication network bets% cen districts and universities to facilitate collaboration should be established
and supported hs the agenct

The ( Oordinating Board should examine and seriously consider these recommendations.

Legislators should listen to educators and take recommendations under advisement. They should consider
the cost, of a shrinking profession and a burgeoning student population. .1nd in considering costs. reali/e
that until teji hing is respected as A profession and rettarded accordingly, current budget sat ings can lead
to massis e social and economic losses to the state and the nation. Rather than more last s and mandate..
effectit e minoritt teacher. \sant flexihilitt and int olt men( in des eloping polies and mandates that ss ill

directlt affect them.

If polio makers tt ant to retain good teachers in the profession. and recruit the best and the brightest.
they need to use more positive public relations techniques to insure progress. Polies- makers need to hat e
a more open and meaningful comnumication ss ith member, of the teaching profession.
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Organizations that have goals in common with schools can provide an important impetus to retaining teachers.
Ethnic or special focus advocacy gfoups, je.g., League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC), National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, (NAACP), and Mexican-American Legal Defense
and Educational Fund (MALDEF)j, can provide information on ethnic diversity, cultural pluralism and
how to reach out to parents from their constituency. These are activities that encourage and support what
many minority teachers are attempting to do from within the classroom.

Representatives of educational organizations can become more sensitive to minority teacher concerns and
develop positive plans of advocacy and support, rather than continually react to external pressures and events.

Volunteer organizations can coordinate volunteer efforts; encourage businesses to release personnel for
school participation; organize community involvement and support through interaction, volunteers, and
opportunities for learning outside of the classroom; and provide support for the use of consultants in mentoring.
Organizations can monitor mentor programs and identify what works best.

Social service agencies can provide direct services to students and teachers; group counseling in areas of
need; and models for organizing programs. To be most effective external, non-educational services need
to be coordinated and planned so that the logistics do not interfere with instruction.

Business and Industry

The private sector can play a key role in retaining minority teachers in the profession. It has the power,
the resources, and a vested interest in having an educated and competitive work force. The economic
community can influence public opinion and turn around the criticism that debilitates and demoralizes
educators and bring about the desired resuk: education& excellence. The sector that most understands
and prizes profit should best understand the sacrifice that the professional educatot is making in terms
of a more limited personal economic future. The leaders of the business community must face up to the
critical importance of recruiting and keeping minority teachers and how that will directly improve the education
of all students.

Although the primary financial burden of education is on public funds, many key supplementary investments
can be made to education. Adopt-a-School is a familiar private sector program and can be especially effective
when teachers participate in the -adoption." Incentives can vary from monetary rewards for student ex-
cellence or improvement, to teacher prizes for creative or effective instruction. Educational fairs, contests
and events are worthwhile investments. It is important that incentives create an atmosphere of success
and collegiality, rather than divisiveness and frustration. A competitive model that stresses survival of the
fittest is inappropriate and counterproductive. The goal is to strengthen self-esteem and build on success,
as exemplified by recognition events for teachers. Industry can promote a more positive image of the teaching
profession through advertising, sporting events, and varied reward systems.

Businesses can support, advocate and facilitate the community-school movement. The major premise is
that the school is the center for community learning. This includes adult education, recreation, and tutoring.

Representatives from business/industry can provide a variety of skills to schools, from teaching about public
relations and fund raising, to long range planning and goal setting. Business can provide ideas and resources
for the school curriculum; bring teachers and students to the work place, provide models and incentives,
and teach motivational skills. Finally, as part of their regular assignment, busitiesses should encourage all
employees to work as volunteers in schools.



Implanuttation

SYNTHESIS ON PROGRAMS FOR PREPARING
AN ETHNICALLY-D1VERSE TEACHING FORCE
By Olga NI. Ramirez

Edinburg CESD

s the nation.% third largest state w ith a rapidly increasing rninority population of more than tis e
million, fed by persistently high rates of immigration and reproductionTexas has an especially
critical need to effect systematic and comprehensive improvement of its pre-college and college

education programs to keep up with the demand for qualified teachers in critical shortage areas
(e.g.. science, mathematics and technology), as well as to meet the increasing demand of an ethnicall
di erse teaching force. Yet. today. Texas is faced with a shrinking number of teachers. These new teachers
in critical shortage areas (minority teachers. and math and science teachers), are leaving the profession.
Of particular concern is the questionable level of teacher preparedness for dealing with ethnically-diverse
and or at-risk populations. Levels of change from within familial, economical, educational and political
systems can determine the direction of change in teacher preparation programs. For each of these systems
there is a level of accountabifity that is ow ed to our young people. How ever. it is the educational system

h.h is most often blamed for low student achievement and the least credited for high student achiese-
ment. Within the educational system, teachers are the ones criticized for the failures of the students. There
is a pressure to perform "miracles- and few incentives to compensate teachers' efforts. Low salaries, lack
of professional autonomy, and frustrations with paperwork and poor working conditions force teachers
to teaVe the profession. For the minority teachers who are not prepared to deal with the diversity of cultures.
languages. s alues. and beliefs of their students, it is particularly disheartening. So the question becomes

ho ss ill teach this population of students with the necessary sensitivity?

'leachers are obviously central to education. They serve as models, motivators. and mentorsthe catalysts
of the learning process. Moreover. teachers are agents for developing. exchanging. and replicating effectise
teaching materials and methods. For these reasons, education strategies for an ethnically-diverse student
population can be strengthened only if teachers are adequately prepared. highly motivated, and rew arded.
Programs that are responding to this need are based on two major premises. The first premise is that
increasing the number of qualified teachers and teacher candidates from minority populations serves to
alleviate the problem. and secondly, that increasing the consciousness and sensicis ity level of all teachers
and teacher candidates about ethnically-diverse students will also alleviate the problem. Programs that support
these premises have begun co address difficulties which would adversely impact the sensitivity les ek tif
teachers in contact ss ith ethnically-diverse students.
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In attempting to achieve these goals, the Texas Education Agency has funded eight projects in various
locations of the state to promote the development of an ethnically-trained cadre of teachers. Each project
has its own unique configuration: to motivate teachers to stay in the profession; to enhance their knowledge
and skills regarding ethnically-diverse populations of students; and to improve their content base in critical
shortage areas (e.g.. science). The common element among the projects is that each utilizes experienced
teachers to coach new ones. With coaching. experienced teachers provide guidance and support to nevv
teachers while strengthening their own self-concept as professionals. In the process of coaching, the ex-
perienced teachers demonstrate appropriate teacher-pupil interaction styles, share instructional strategies.
materials, and past experiences. Furthermore, while coaching is in effect. discussions about information
such as school policies and procedures are exchanged. These collaboratively working environments between
the "matchetr experienced professionals and the new teachers help effect a positive attitude toward teaching.

The eight projects will be evaluated hy the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). The
evaluation design will address three primary questions of program implementation. effectiveness and impact:
(1) to what extent are the projects' activities being implemented as planned: (2) how effective are the pro-
jects' activities in achieving project goals; and (3) what is the impart of the projects' activities on participants?
A brief description of each project follows.

Region X, Education Service Center in Richardson, TX
Enhancing the Quality and Retention of Minority Teachers and
Teachers in Critical Shortage Areas
This project is providing a training program with focus on coaching procedures for first year minority teachers
and their support teachers. The emphasis is on effective schools correlates and the learning needs and
styles of diverse student populations. In addition, a diagnostic teaching skills survey instrument will be
developed to guide teacher placements in staff development programs.

Houston Independent School District in Houston, TX
A Teacher Conservation Project to Enhance the Quality and Retention of
Minority Teachers and Teachers in Critical Shortage Areas
This project is providing intensive assistance and support for minority. bilingual. ESL. special education,
and early childhood teacher-mentors paired with first year teachers in the same critical shortage areas.
The technical assistance training includes the coaching assistance program that extends from classroom
to the General Superintendent's office and materials for the first year teacher, support teacher. and principals.
The support network includes collaborative arrangements with various organizations and institutions of
higher education.

Intercultural Development Research Association
Enhancing the Quality and Retention of Minority Teachers and
Teachers in Critical Shortage Areas
This project focuses on a coaching assistance program between bilingual support teachers and bilingual
first-year teachers. Training workshops and modules are provided in the use of bilingual education strategies
and practices with connections to effective schools correlates for diverse populations.
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Edinburg Consolidated Independent School District in Edinburg, TX
Enhancing the Quality and Retention of Minority Teachers and
Teachers in Critical Shortage .Areas

This project is designed to implement a training program w ith follow -up supnort systems for mentors and
minority, critical shortage nos ice teachers for the purpose of enhancing the quahts and retention of first
year minoritv critical shortage beginning teachers. A support nem ork and a dissemination system is in
place to continue and refine the implementation of the program in order to impros e instruction and con-
tinuous professional grow th.

Ysleta Independent School District ;!/ Fl Paso. TX
Enhancing the Quality and Retention of Minority Teachers and
Teachers in Critical Shortage Areas

This project is designed to implement a training program w ith follow -up support systems for mentors and
minority'critical shortage noN ice teachers. The purpose is to enhance the quality and retention of first-year.
minority critical shortage. beginning teachers. A support netw ork and a dissemination system is in place
to continue and reline the implementation of the program in order to improx e instruction and encourage
continuous professional grow tb.

Laredo State University in Laredo, TX
Support Teacher Training Pn kieet

This project is designed to assist beginning teachers lacking the know ledge and skills necessary to interact
and positis els. impact students from diverse backgrounds. Training in the affective domain includes effective
teaching practices. learning sts les. and cultural awareness. Supervision of new teachers is done systenuticalls
by support leachers. Also, the training program on Teacher Expectations and Student Achievement
sers es to train support teachers as coaches for beginning teachers.

University of North Texas in Demon, TX
Enhancing the Quality and Retention of Minority Teachers and
Teachers in Critical Shortage Areas: Fur West Training Project
This project is implementing a staff des elopment mentoring model for experienced bilingual teachers to
assitit first-sear bilingual teachers. This model w ill include .1 piloted videodisc program. 3 mentoring assistance
component. a coaching technique. And self-assessment techniques relatis e to learning styles of di\ erse
populations and effective schools correlates.

Conclusion

'ftese projects are well on their w ay to benefiting the teacher participants by making them more competent
in the subject matter, more comfortable in its presentation, and more committed to their profession and
their pupils. As examples for other projects. thes will broad! improse the quality of teaching for ethnicallx -

diverse populations. Without a doubt. the stimulation of collaboration among the sites. the funding agency.
the evaluation center and the cooperating universities serves to promote a working model embodying ap-
proaches expected to produce positis e changes for new and experienced teachers. The cooperatis e patterns
emerging betw een these varied elements will, in time, result in a self-sustaining netw ork supported
the high performance levels of the teachers and students w ho w ill be impacted.
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haplementatim

ENHANCING CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN THE
PROFESSION: A MODEL FOR ATTRACTING
MINORITY STUDENTS TO TEACHING
By Will Nick las

University of North Texas

Gloria Contreras
Unkersity of North Texas

ackground of the Project
The University of North Texas (LAT) Nlinority reacher Recruitment Program waS one of four
projects funded by the Texas Education Agency in 1988 to design and implement a model for

enhancing the quality and increasing the number of mMorities attracted to teacher education programs.

The American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education (1987) estimates that the number of teachers
from African. Hispanic. Asian. and Native American groups w ill fall to below 10% by the year 2000. In-
deed. the percentage of education degrees conferred upon members of these minority groups decreased
bs more than 6"0 betw een 1981 and 1983. It is certain that traditional recruitment strategies are not at-
tracting minorit students to the teaching profession. For a comprehensive institution of higher education
such as the I 'niversity of North Texas. an integral part of the ethnically diverse Dallas:Fort Worth metroplex.
it is essential to identify the most effective means of attracting African. Asian. Hispanic, and Native Americans
to the teaching profession.

The purpose ot this project was to design a transitional program for the university that w ould involve the
recruitment of community/junior college and graduating high school students to participate in a five-w eek
summer session in 1989 at the University of North Texas. To be eligible for the program, applicants must
have demonstrated an interest in the teaching profession and possessed academic credentials that would
have indicated the possibility for success at a four-year institution.

Theoretical Framework
The underrepresentation of minorities in higher education and the need to increase the number of minorities

ho complete high school, enter college and graduate with professional credentials is well documented.
However, strategies to counter this condition are not being sufficiently implemented. For example. in 1987
a congressional task force w as formed to recommend minority teacher legislation to increase the number
of minority teachers and subsequently keep more minority students in school. This task force recognized
the need to attract and retain more minority teachers to reduce the drastic dropout rate of minority students.
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A recent study by the Intercultural Development Research Association (1DRA) of San Antonio show ed
that attrition rates in Texas have diminished over the last four years but that all the improvement has
been concentrated in the white. non-Hispanic population with a 26% improvement in the holding pow er
of the school. The Black and Hispanic populations, on the other hand, have experienced a 9% and 7".0
increase in attrition rates. respectively (Cardenas. 1990).

A Wingspread Conference. .Winority Teacher Recruitment lard Retention: d Public Alio, Issue, also emphasized

strategies to address the dramatically declining number of minorities entering the teaching profession com-
pared with the growing number of minorities in kindergarten through 12th grade. Three areas emphasized

were: (1) student aid programs targeted toward the different minority groups: (2) competency testing and
its impact on minorities: and (3) the collection of precise data on the teaching force (AACTE. 1987). This

conference also considered tno-year colleges a critical part of the reacher recruitment issue since MOSE

Hispanic and .kfrican American enrollment in the post secondary sector is concentrated in two-year colleges.

According to the American Council on Education (1986), the most frequently cited methods used to recruit
minorities invoke high school and junior high outreach programs; Talent Search or Upw ard Bound pro-

grams; and coordination w ith counselors in high schools and two-year institutions. Retention efforts, on
the other hand. focus on improving basic academic proficiencies and special academic counseling.

Unfortunately, the problem of increasing access and retention of minority students remains unresolved
and even unaddressed in some states according to the American Council on Education (1986). Nevertheless.

some higher education officials are currently engaged in earnest efforts to recruit more minorities into academe.
Careful scrutiny of existing programs reveals more or less successful practices. but a Inclusion to be draw n

from a general review of literature is that traditional recruitment strategies are not attracting significant

numbers of minority students into higher education (Moultrie. 1987). A comprehensive inquiry into student

recruitment efforts and attitudes of 243 schools, colleges. and departments of education (SCDE) conducted

by Crabtree (1984) revealed that the majority of SCDE recruitment is carried on in a casual. unsystenutic,
and unplanned fashion. Lack of personnel and funds are considered the major barriers obstructing recruit-

ment goals.

On the other hand, the most effective recruitment method was through scholarships. While the UNT pro-
ject could not secure the much needed scholarships for its participants, it awarded 50 stipends to high
school and junior college graduates for this on-campus residence summer school experience that included
academic course work, individual counseling, and social activities. This transitional approach supplemented

by intensive tutoring and follow-up assistance in securing financial aid and/or scholarships, c% as seen as

the most cost effective recruitment method in the long run.

According to Bell's and Morsink's (1986) assessment of successful minority recruitment efforts, students

need to be taught hot to pass tests because they are commonplace. An effective program should include

practice with associative learning (e.g.. recall, practice. and drill) and problem solving (e.g.. searching for

patterns, investigating data, drawing conclusions). Other aspects of a rest preparation program should in-
volve handling test anxiety. pacing, and data interpretation (graphs and charts). The UNT project based

much of its remediation efforts on these research findings in view of the basic skills tests, subject area

exams, career ladder exams. and other professional tests besieging teacher education practice today.
Consequently, this project emphasized a summer school experience along with the development of study

skills and a support staff to functiqn as mentors and role models (Bell & Morsink, 1986).



Program Design

The program tac designed as a transitional bridge experience from the high schookuo-year college level
into a comprehensi%e senior institution and underscored four major segments. These components %%ere
modeled after a number of ongoing programs sponsored by the Uni% ersity of North Texas and emphasized:
(1) on-campus residence; (Z) three to six credit hours of courseuork: (3) academic support ser% ices: and
(4) social acti% ities.

liecause ot the los% percentage of communityjunior college students %% ho continue their educaion into
the four-% ear institution and the small percentage of graduating iaigh school minority students %% ho indicate

an interest to teaching as a profession. it uas umsidered impeiati% e that students selected for this program
recei% e positi% e. fulkime. on-campus experiences. Students resided in campus dormiwries. .md a high
milord counselor %us eniplovd as the project cinmselor to h% e in the dormitory %%ith project participants
aud to pro% ide counseling that %%as !how S. The also %t as

during normal duty hours to address student needs and consult %%ith other staff as required. With the ex-
ception of a small number of participants %t ho commuted trom Dallas due to family obligations. all others
took advantage of uni% ersity dormitories and cafeterias. Participants %%ere encouraged to become familiar
uith and take advantage of other uni% ersity facilities such as the libram. student union building. finanwl
aid office, and recreational sports. The prim ipal project goal u as to immerse the students in um% ersity life.

Each participant v% as advised to enroll for three to six credit hours of courseuork based on their academic
record and strengths. Courseuork during summer sessions is particularly rigorous due to the number of
assignments required in a short period of time. It %vas considered important for participants to he exposed
to large classes here individual attention might not he provided. In order to help participants acclimate
to large. impersonal classes and heavv outside assignments. a third component ttas added.

Tutors %%ere pro% ided for all participants ttho felt the need for additional academic assistance. The proiet t
director and counselor monitored participants' progress and assigned tutors x% hen needed. A non-credit
studs skills ourse %%as provided by personnel from the 1.*NT Center for Counseling and Testing at no
expense to the participants. Sessions centered on time management, test taking. motivation. listening.
and note taking skills.

The fourth component equally critical to the success of this program promoted social interaction and ac-
ti% ities. While the universitF provides ample opportunities for students to engage in social activities during
the regular school term, it became apparent that such opportunities were not available during the normal
summer session. Therefore. the project director and counselor initiated measures to enhance opportunities
for informal socializing.

Alan. of the participants came from far distances and were :max. from home for the first time. Some of
the acti% ities %%ere initiated to alleviate the loneliness 3nd reinforce friendships and involved trips to the
-Shakespeare in the Park- productions in Fort Worth. .A Fourth of July parry and firenorks display. and
Sunday e% ening meals in off campus restaurants. Other activities included going to the mmies. playing
olleyball, uatching videos in the dormitorY parlor, and celebrating birthdays. Cultural enrichment trips

included the highly acclaimed Ramses Exhibit and a tour of the John F. Kennedy iemorial in Dallas.

Participation in the project was designed to be cost-tree for all participants. Food. imaging. tuition, mileage
for one round-trip to [NT. and a books materials stipend %%ere pro% ided. All tutoring and study skills
training also %%as paid for by the project.
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The project objecti es met by the UNT program included the follow ing:

Design and implement a program for attracting graduating high school and junior'community college
students to teaching:

2. develop a program for retaining minorities in teacher education that included four vompone,Is: on-
campus residence; univ ersity coursework; acadernic!counsehng assistance; and social and cultural
activities:

3. estabhsh a collaborative network among project staff and the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex high schools
and select commuMts-Junior colleges:

4. establish 3 support network among project participants and staff:

3. determine the impact of a summer bridge program on tw 0 separate populationshigh school graduates
and junior college transfer students: and

6. disseminate the minority recruitmentletention model to other Texas colleges and unis ersities.

Recruitment and Selection

lt was decided that recruitment efforts should be concentrated on schools with high minority enrollment.
The Dallas Independent School District was selected for high school graduates. Dallas, El Paso. Laredo.
San Antonio. and Tarrant County communityijunior colleges were selected for continuing colleges students.
Eligibility criteria were established and a form was developed to assess applicant potential. Applicants were
evaluated on high school grade as craw. ACT/SAT scores. cumulative GPA. interest in teaching. personal
references. a personal interview . a parent interview (w henever possible). w riling ability, and ability to meet
UNT admission requirements.

Based on experience w ith similar programs, it was decided to recruit three additional students. therefore
33 students %%ere awarded full stipends. and all 33 assured the project director of their intention to par-
ticipate. However. onlY 48 students registered by June 3. Reasons for no-show revolved around school:work
conflicts and medical problems. Of the 48 beginning students, one junior college student vs ithdrew prior
to semester's end due to an automobile accident.

Although the intent w as to recruit an equal number of high school and community/junior college participants,
the final ratio w as 17 high school and 31 communityijunior college participants.

Evaluation Outcomes

With the exception of the one student vs ho dropped out due to an automobile accident, all w hi) enrolled
completed the program. Niost participants w ere advised to enroll for six semester hours. and 36 originally
registered for six or more semester hours. How ever, 20 of the 1,6 students eventually withdrew from one
3-credit-hour course. StoJents were required to obtain permission from the project director to w ithdraw
from a class, and both the director and counselor advised students in this regard. They were encouraged
to obtain additional tutoring and to conference with the course professor before w ithdrawing from a class.
Most who withdrew from a course were overwhelmed by the amount of homew ork assigned and the fast-
paced course scheduling that characterizes summer school.
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A foilhm -up questionnaire inquired about participants intention to continue their college career. Of the
36 ho responded. IOWA, indicated that they planned to continue their college career. That indication
is perhaps. the most significant aspect of this project. It wouki appear that, given the proper introduction
to college life on a four-year campus. students w ho traditionally do not go to colkge or xx ho do nor pro-
gress beyond the commumtx-junior college level. will complete requirements for a degree w hen pros ided
the proper introduction.

'the a% erage ;PA for the 4$ participants w as 2.53 based on a 4.0 scale. Eight of the 48 participants com-
muted from I )allas and 40 resided on campus. Commuting students' axerage GPA w as 2.44. w bile resilient
students' erage GPA w as 2.35. Community junior college transfer students. with an as erage GPA ot
2.73. did significanth better than their high school graduate counterparts w hose :ix erage GP \ was 2.1 7.
Transfer students were dear!. more mature as a group than were the high school graduates. and age alone
!WV hax e act:Minted for the GPA difference. One high school graduate w as 17. one was 19 and the re-
maining fifteen were 18. The soungest transfer student w as 19. but the oldest w as 47. The aVerage age
of all transfer students was 23.5. Fourteen students made an A in at least one course. hut three failed a course.

Insights Gained

-ro assess part of the effectix eness of the program, the staff conducted a project assessment session to
inx estigate perceix ed areas of strength and weakness. A questionnaire was also developed and mailed co
each participant. Thirty-six of the 48 students responded to the questionnaire. The follow ing statements
represent judgments of both students and staff.

1. In the participants' opinion, the program w as a success. Thirty of the 36 respondents indicated that
expectations %ere met of exceeded.

The most enjoyable aspects of the program. according to the participants. w ere meeting people and
the classes taken. Those responses would seem to confirm that the goals of the project to pro% ide
.t successful transfer into a major four-sear institution were accomplished.

The w eakest component of the program w as the social aspect because project funds could not be ex-
pended on social actnities. Although staff personnel pros ided group outings to events such as the Ramses
Fxhibit in Dallas and a Fourth of July party at their personal expens. other social activities were needed.
It is through this socializing that students form studs- groups, find roommates, develop lasting friend-
ships. establish a strong group identity, and learn to provide emotional support. This component cannot
he underestimated and should by no means be accorded less importance.

4. ( :oursew ork during summer school is a erv fast-paced experience for most students. How ever. 34
participants thought their classes very beneficial and only two did not think they benefited from the
experience. Students were encouraged to register for six semester hours. Of those w ho did. many
find the rigorous reading and outside assignments to he overwhelming. Although 26 students enrolled
for six or more semester hours, only six completed both courses. Based on these results it is recom-
mended that participants' academic records be closely scrutinized and only those w ith exceptional
academic aptitude he advised to enroll for six semester hours during a summer session.

5. The study skills w orkshop offered in tw o-hour blocks on Friday mornings w as perceived as helpful
h. onl. one-half the respondents. It may he that the negative responses were due more to the schedul-
ing of the workshop than the content itself. The more academical! prepared students indicated the
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workshops beneficial. w hik those ho dropped courses and made below average course grades con-
sidered study skills unnecessary. The same tendency seen with study skills applied to the tutoring
sessions. Again, the higher achieving students found the sessions more helpful and the students who
stood to gain most from the experience found tutoring less helpful. Even though some students, the
high school graduates in particular. knew that they w ere achieving below average in class, they con-
tinued to see study skills as irrelevant to their success.

6. Living in a school dormitory w as a new experience for most, if not all, participants. \ lost respondents
rated living on campus as a positive experience, but six found the conditions to be poor. This percep-
tion might be attributed to the lack of a strong social component at the very beginning of the program.
Of the six commuting students. five thought that their school performance could haw improved if
they had lived on campus.

7. The most important consideration of the program IA as w hether project participants obtain an
undergraduate degree and state teacher certification. Twenty-five reported that they would continue
their education at L'N'1'. thik 11 indicated their education m ouk be continued at another institution.
It should be noted that 100% of the respondents w ere enrolled in one institution or another in the
succeeding fall semester of 1989. That response indicates that the summer bridge experience strength-
ened their comnutment toward college completion and teacher certification.

The Newt Step

This is the only known experience where community/junior college students considering the teaching pro-
fession have been bridged into a four-year institution. Although there were problems, as usually found
in any new adventure, the overall results were deemed successful. It seems the next logical step is to fund

a similar program. and fund it for more than one year. With the experience gained from this program and
the experience accrued from many years work with high school bridge programs such as Upward Bound,

this institution could fine tune such a program in one or two additional years and make it an exemplary
model for teacher education programs throughout the nation. Minority teachers are despe:.ately needed
in public schools. and many community/junior colleges in the DallasTort Worth area have a high concen-

tration of minority students. Stotewide, only about 13% of those students ever matriculate to a four-year

institution (Rendon, 1989). It would appear that the percentage rate of actual transfers could be increased

to better match the transfer aspirations that range from 40% to 87% through a support program similar
to this one. Those two-year institutions that offer introduction to education classes (usually a one-hour
credit course) should be targeted for recruitment. A model bridge program for communityiunior college

transfer students could be financed by four-year institutions for a rather modest cost.

Recommendations

in order to enhance the preparation of an ethnically-diverse teaching force in Texas. the follow ing recom-

mendations are intended for colleges of education in their efforts to develop and implement strategies for

attracting an ethnically-diverse population into the teaching profession. These ideas are based on the findings

of this project as %% ell as the documented barriers that currently preclude the realization of an ethnically-

dkerse teaching force in Texas. The most important policy recommendations to Texas colleges of education

are as follcms:

Assign the problem of low transfer rates as a high priority for both two-year institutions and colleges

of education.
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Establish more effective programs jointly w ith communit and junior colleges for socializing students
into the teaching profession.

Provide a minimum of a summer transferibridge experience for junioricoramunity colkge students into
senior institutions that includes financial, academic. and social support to better ensure a successful
first semester.

Develop programs through alliances among the public schools. community colkges. and colleges of
education.

Promote forgivable loan programs for those preparing to teach.

Provide forgivable summer school stipends to students ho matriculate in a teacher education program.

Target older than average, non-traditional two-year college populations to teaching,
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Implementation

ADJUNCT CLASS SESSIONS: ASSISTING
AT-RISK EDUCATION STUDENTS WITHIN
COURSE CONTEXTS
By Ruth M. Caswell

Texas W'oman's Universit.

James R. King
1i:xas A.oinatis University

odav. a great dit ersitv ot students in teacher education programs is desirable goal. Unfortunatelt .

greater di% ersav also means more under-prepared. prospective teacher educators. Less stringent
admission standards hat e increased the number of academically weak. poorly prepared college
students t \law ell, 1979). These students often hick study. skills. pre-eollege skills, and general

stir. n str.ncgies that underlie academic success.

Intended edut Joon nu ors gencrallt ha% e low er Sc%, lastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores than other fields
(Grand\ I tis9). Akhiiugh S VI scores do not predict student success. w hen combined with high school
a% erages. the SA.I* correlates (for females) .37 to .63 tt ith measures of academic success (Fincher, 1986),
Thus. students t% ith the cultural and social di. ersity desirable in teacher education also include many under-
prepared students w hit require special assistance to succeed in academic courses.

nother potential source of difficulty for teacher education students and all college freshmen is the Tcx.ls
\c-Ittentic Skills Program (TAsp). FASP requires college students to pass a pre-college skills fest before
enrolling in tippet ut isun courses. Prospective teachers represent many ethnic backgrounds, and ethnicity
has deckkdl been a tactor affecting performance on these tests (Smith. 1984). Hispanic. Black. and Asian

students ha. e passing rates lower than those for Whites (Lindahl Wholeben. 1985). The lost minority
group pass tate is contradictor .. to the effort to maintain greater diversity in teacher education. Minority
students. particular!i prospective teacher educators. it ill need pre-college skill remediation to succeed on
the mandated tests. prerequisite for upper level coursew ork.

Considering the liberal college admission requirements. the frequency of low SAT scores, and the lot%

passing rates on the pre-college skill tests. a pervasive and crucial need to provide assistance to education

students is indicated. The term -at-risk" is often given to education students who need assistance it ith
pre-college skills. \Ian% colleges. if assistance is at ailable. hat e follow ed the traditional format of offering
de% elopmental courses, either through learning centers or departments. These courses generall focus either

on spetifk pre-college skills that arc prerequisite to college study or study skills applicable to various courses.
In contrast, the less traditional adjunct class pros ides remediation is ithin the context of ongoing courses.
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The concept of remediating pre-eolkge skill deficiencies w ithin the framework of required courses has
been successfully implemented by several universities (Harding. 1980: King. Stahl & Brow, 1984: Ross
& Roe. 1986: Smith, I 9g4). The keystone of these efforts is paired or adjunct classes integrated w ithin
the required courses. Thew adjunct classes, or instructional sessions, focus on basic skills related to thc
regular academic courses, address study skills necessary for general academic survival. and provide social
support for at-risk students. In addition, adjunct classes include tw o characteristics of successful learning

impros ement programs (Keimig. I483). integration into the academic mainstream and comprehensiveness
of support services. These tw o features have been show n to improve students' grade point erages and

retention. The adjunct class approach l% as the focus of the project described here tor remediating pre-
college skill needs of at-risk teacher education students.

Objectives
The us erall goal of this intervention project w as to repudiate the basic skills needs of prospectis e teachers

ithin the context of required undergraduate courses. The specific objectives were:

I ) identify at-risk education students in first semester enrollment at Texas Woman's ( .niv ersity (TWt .):

2) impros e pre-colkge skill deficiencies of teacher education students:

3) impros e exam performance in required courses: and

-0 increase retention of at-risk students in teacher education.

Project Description
'Me year-long intervention project was designed to provide assistance to teacher education students w ithin

the context of required courses. Three course strands were selected for both freshman and junior transfer

students. The course strands were math. English/language arts, and a course that required the application

of reading" study skills such as history or learning theory. Introductory courses in math. composition. and

history were selected as targeted courses for freshmen. For junior transfer students, three professional

education courses nuth methods. language arts methods. and learning theorythat paralleled the content
of the freshman courses w ere targeted. A learning specialist worked with each strand conducting adjunct

sessions and attending regular classes with the students. In the adjunct sessions, w hich met outside of

regular class time, the focus was on assisting at-risk students with effective study strategies and pre-college

skill de% clopment as they related to course content. The model for this project is show n in Table I.

Initially. the co-directors identified particular course sections with participating professors and then con-

tacted department chairs w ho gave recommendations for the targeted course sections. Professors were

then contacted about participating in the project. The learning specialists (LSs). who had previously been

matched w ith a math, language arts, or reading/study skills strand, met with their respective professors.
In collaboration. the LSs and course professors worked out the rudiments for attending classes, informing

students of the project. and attracting volunteers for adjunct sessions. The LSs also identified at-risk students

in each class by using previously selected predictors 'freshmen: hig:i school average (hsa). 2.33: SAT.

750 or American College Test (ACT). 1(5: juniors: grade point average (grade point average). 2.30: SAT.
730 or (ACT). 161. The at-risk identification w as knou n only to the LSs and served to encourage students

to volunteer for adjunct sessions. but %t as nes er used for ansthing but data collection. \or were the iden-

tified students coerced to participate in the project.



Prior to implementing the project, the LSs also participated in training for their work with professors and
students. Each LS developed a large repertoire of general study strategies and noted particular prerequisit.:
pre-colkge skills for their respective strands. In addition, the directors and I.Ss discussed professor and
LS interactions, giving particular attention to personal interaction strategies and noninterference in the
professor's course.

The project was implemented in two phases. phase one and phase two, which corresponded to fall and
spring semesters, respectively. During each phase, adjunct sessions were held for each of the six targeted
courses.

Adjunct Sessions

The LSs attended targeted courses beginning with the first day of class and regularly throughout each
semester. They took notes. simulating an effective student, but were not required to participate in class
discussions. The adjunct session concept was explained at the second class session (the first class session
was reserved for the professor to introduce the course) with the particular form of introduction left to the
ingenuity of the professor and the LS. Thereafter, students were given repeated opportunities to attend
adjunct sessions on a voluntary basis.

During phase one, the L.Ss announced adjunct sessions in class, made personal contacts with students
in need, and, when appropriate, professors also reminded students about the assistance available. Adjunct
sessions started the third week of classes and continued throughout the semester.

During phase two, adjunct sessions were started immediately (during the first class week) rather than waiting
until the third week. The LS used the list of identified at-risk students along with the professors' sugges-
tions as to possible targets for session attendance. Other students who were having difficulty with the course
also attended voluntarily. Performing poorly on the first test was a good motivator. Attendance was open
throughout the semester. Student contacts were often made personally (e.g.. a telephone call) with non-
threatening questions such as, "Are you aware that help is availabler

The content of the adjunct sessions was determined by the LS and student input. Study strategies ap-
propriate to the course had previously been identified by the LS. and student input further helped the
LS to determine the final strategies used. Students also indicated they wanted the course content discussed
along with appropriate strategics. Thus, the adjunct sessions were a meld of study strategies and course
content, a very desirable approach from the student's perspective.

Adjunct sessions were initially planned to be scheduled once each week. Actually, there were so many
conflicts in students' schedules that often two sessions for each class were held per week. For one course,
students requested two sessions per week, one focusing on strategies and the other a facilitated study group.
In one instance, the LS held a few individual help sessions along with the adjunct session because of schedule
conflicts. An earnest effort was made by each LS to meet all of the students who volunteered for help;
many times the LS went "beyond the call of duty" to meet students.

Results
The results are presented in two sections: (1) at-risk students and (2) program effectiveness. In the first
section, at-risk student identification, participation, and profiles are discussed. Program effectiveness, deter-
mined by looking at exam performance, retention, and adjunct session evaluations, is presented in section two.
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At-Risk Students
In this section. the percentage of students identified as at-risk for each course is discussed. Next, the pro-

ject participation of these identified students is presented. and last, three suggested profiles that characterize

at-risk students are gis en.

At-risk student identification. At-risk students (ARS) tor the six targeted classes w ere identified by

pro itnislv selected predictors using hsa or GPA and SAF/A(71' scores and by teacher or self referral. classified

here as solunteers. The solunteer category (ARS +VOL) permitted identification of many students w ho

needed assistance. hut t ho were not alentified by the selected predictors. Professors also considered some

students ho did not has e the requisite pre-college or studs skills necessary for academic success, as at-

risk tor their class. Some students apparently also felt the s. were at-risk for a particular course and ss

to take aduntage t the assistance available.

The percentages of the class enrollment identified by either the RS or ARS + VOL. category are show n

in Tabk 1. Four ot the si x. freshman classes had over 35"ii at-risk students "a-1.S). Tss o of the six classes,

both in mathematics. had W9 or more ARS +VOL students. The percentages of .ARS or ARS +VOL

students for the junior classes w ere much lower, ranging from 4"o to 13"41 for ARS and from 18",, to 75".

for ARS + 01- students. During phase two (spring semester) for the math strand. inclusion cif the solunteer

students greatly increased the number of students identified and permitted more students to participate

in the project.

At-risk student participation. The percentages of identified students w ho elected to be participant% (PART)

or nonparticipants (NONPART) are also shown in Table I. conclusions can be draw n from the par-

ticipation data. First. many students made the decision to be nonparticipants. The program described bow

ss as entirely voluntary for the at-risk students. Though ample opportunities existed to volunteer, several

chose not to do so. Second. the number of students participating in the adjunct sessions increased from

fall to spring semesters (phase one to phase two). Apparently. new s of the successful assistance program

spread quickly and participation increased in the spring semester. Professors, who had experienced the

benefits of the program for their at-risk students during phase one and encouraged them to participate

during phase two, may also have been a factor.

%s noted abuse. the math strand classes had a high percentage of students participate in the adjunct sessions.

One possible explanation. based on student and learning specialist comments. may have been the high

math anxiety among these students. Several students. many of whom could be clasiified as returning, felt

underprepared for college math. For some. elapsed time since enrollment in a recent math course As as

a factor: others felt they had not taken the necessary college preparation courses while in high school.

Other unknow n factors probably contributed to the students' anxiety. From experience w ith the program.

the adjunct session students (all female) clearly exhibited high les els of math anxiety.

At-risk student profiles. The identified students generallY fit into three profiles. For ease of discussion

and typification of the students in each category, the terms. "let's go.- "yes . . . but,- and "no thanks- w ere

selected to represent the three profiles.

The "let's go- profile represents students electing to participate in the adjunct sessions. These ARS or

ARS +VOL stu Ients desired academic success and because the y. volunteered for the adjunct sessions,

they apparently qeeded assistance to be successful. They lacked one or more of the following: study skills,

content background. awareness of the magnitude of eolkge tasks. and independence ss ith college academic
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ork, For esample. in the math sessions. students needed guidance to interpret abstractls the concepts
presented contretek in class. In the histor .. sessions. students requested mu sessions per %%eek, one \%ith
a focus on studs skills required for the course and the second ith a focus on application in iontent te.g.
A guided stud. groupt. These students needed the tpe of assistance and guidance offered in the adjunct
5e%s10111 to esperienee success and found the sessions moth ational and helpful.

The -se*, . but- profile represents those students m. ho elected to participate in the adjunct sessii)ns. hut
ho needed more than one semester to build the pre-college skills required for academic. success. ( turning

from both the ARS and ARS +VOL identifier categiiries. their cc immon characteristic %%as a large gap beos col
their studs skills and content backgrotmd and those required for college success. Mans of these students
attended aditital sessions throughout the semester but dropped the college course before a grading pewit%
lt as In effect. Se\ era! also made plans re-,:rreOl Ole tIl!'." tug ein,:ster.

l'he -no thanks- pri4ile included students nho declined participation in the adjunct sessions. \List <if these
students ere identified bs the selected predictors: (ink a fot 1% ere ident!fied bs professors a's probahls
needing assistance tor success in the course. Fhe learning specialists gne these students ample oppor-
tunities to %olunteer through k ith personal ci mut ts and anninincements III courses. \pparenth . these
students did not n ant to put forth the effort or spend the time required. or thes telt the help prinided
in the adjunct sessions as unnecessars . Mans students dripped the cimrse soim atter their test so ire%
indk.ated problems .t it h suecessful completu

Prograin Iffeet i encss

Program etfeetneness as cdietermined through students evim performance. retention of students, and
adjunct session es Aution. The results for these aspects are d scussed in the haming sections.

maor goal of the program N% as to help the at-risk student Eo succeed academicalls. One determiner.
therefore. of program effectneness s% as the final course grade. Tabk 2 presents the achiesement results
tor at-risk students identified. both participants (PAR-n and nonparticipants (NONPART). for project
courses. 1,cademic success for these at-risk students nas defined as achies ing a final grade of A. B. or

t'nsuccessful at-risk students recened grades of D or F. The data are based on freshman math and
histors classes and junior math methods classes for fall and spring semesters, an educational foundations
course for spring semester, and a reading language arts methods course for fall semester.

For the freshman classes, 81"0 of the students in the adjunct sessions achiesed academic success.
ithdret%. and 15". of the students %sere unsuccessful. Students %%ho t ere non-participants in the project

but %%fin ss ere identified as at-risk had a success rate of 37"0. A failure rate of 59n, and a ss ithdrats al rate
of -V.. The difference in the success rate bemeen PART and NO\ PART is -W.. Thus. participation
in the adjunct sessions x% as beneficial for the freshman at-risk students.

Strdents ho came to the adjunct sessions. hut \% ere unsuccessful, had poor attendance. These students
often attended onlc 3 tesc of the adjunct sessions. usualls feuer than :1.5", of the sessions offered. ( :leads ,

attendance at the adjunct sessions %%as necessars in order for the LS to pro% ide assistance. and the students
had to make this commitment of time and effort to recene adjunct session help.

For the junior classes. 95"n of the students in the adjunct classes achieed academic success and 5",* %%ere
unsuccessful. For the at-risk students , ho did not participate in the project. 45"o m:re successful. 5"1,
did not espenence success. and 50"n %nhdttn% from the course before completion. Fitts percent 01 the
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students ho did not participate and w ho were ha% ing difficulty in the course opted to withdraw rather
than seek assistance. Similar to the freshmen student participants. the participating junior at-risk students

ho were unsuccessful had very poor session attendance. few er than 15% of the sessions offered. For
the juniors, the difference betw een the success rate for PART and YONPART %%as 50%; that is. 50%
more students w ere successful w hen participating in the adjunct sessions. Thus. participation in the ad-
junct sessions ev as beneficial for the junior at-risk students.

A second determiner of program effectiveness w as the retention rate for studems participating in the project.
Retention %%,1*.i based on continuation at TWI the fol!ow ing semester: that is. for one academic ear.

For the semester follow up. students participating in any adjunct session during the fall semester (phase
one) were contacted hy telephone to % erifY ciirrent enrollment and to check on need for furthr J....Us( ince.
Enrollment status for students unreachable bv telephone w as %erified h% .nyt. registration records. Only
one person from the fall semester participants could not be confirmed tor retention. All others w ere enrolled
and did not need further study assistance at the time of contact.

.1 third determiner of program effectiveness v% e% Aviation of the adjunct sessions. Each semester (phase

one and phase tw ()) at the end of each umrse. the students evaluated their adjunct sessions. The LS,
summarized the student in aluations. both w ritten and erbal. and then grouped them into categories.

Three interrelated categories appeared most often in the student evaluative comments for the adjunct sessions.
The three categoriesusefulness of the sessions, enlargement of study skills repertoire, and transfer n)
other classesare discussed together.

The comment appearing most often w as the helpfulness of the adjunct sessions. While commenting the
sessions w ere beneficial, students reported building or renewing a repertoire of skills and strategies helpful
for success in academic courses. As they were successful. students gained self confidence about .; cir work.
Successful application led to %%ider and independent use of the skills and strategies. and students transferred
application to other coursew ork. For example. students reported using vocabulary strategies (note cards
and three column approach), underlining or marking, note taking. and mapping in other courses. Some
students reported the LSs showed them how to use strategies when other help sources only recommended
their usc. Other students discovered text structure in their course texts and used it as a study technique.
Strategies. such as mapping, that provides a graphic representation of the information, were shared w ith
other students not attending the sessions.

Note taking sometimes brought two sides of an issue to focus. At times. Ntudents claimed they did not
need help w ith study skills. The LSs reported. however, some students were unaware of the underlying
competencies leading to effective use of higher le% el strategies. such as note taking, outlining, and
summarizing. These students needed practice w ith skills such as identifying important and unimportant
inform:ion and recognizing main ideas and supporting details. Because students were unable to select
the important information from the lecture, the %% rote everYthing. As a result. they could not keep pace

ith the instructor and failed to construct usable notes. As the LSs presented note taking and involved

the students in guided practice, the underlying competencies needed became apparent and students re-
cognized the % alue of note taking for academic success.

In general. students attending the study sessions w ere positive in their attitudes toward the sessions. A
few students had negative attitudes, hut these students attended only a few sessions. Successful students.

ho e re regular session attendees. improed their test scores and connected the tw o occurrences. 'I'hey

gained feelings of success w hich often impro% ed self-confidence as w ell.



in conclusion. adjunct sessions provided assistance to at-risk education students w ithin the context of re-
quired courses. Since participation in the sessions was voluntary. some students declined the assistance
offered and chose to be non-participants. Participating students, however, improved their exam scores,
clearly an indication of academic success, and maintained ;:nrollment at the university. At-risk students,
learning specialists..and professors all perceised the adjunct sessions to be beneficial to student success.
Projects w hich provide help w ithin required course contexts should be considered by college learning
assistance programs.
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Implementatim

AN AFFECTIVE MODEL FOR RECRUITING
MINORITY TEACHER CANDIDATES AT THE IHE
LEVEL: BUILDING THE SUPPORT STRUCTURE
B1 Irma Guadarrama

Texas Weslean College

he quality of teaching that takes place in our schools is &reedy related to the qualits ot the
teacher education programs in the institutions of higher education 0HEs). .NIthough recent inno-
% ations in the hiring and training of teachers suggest a different format for training teachers (such
as the alternative certification program). 1HEs continue to hear the brunt of the responsibilit%

for recruiting and preparing teachers. The need to reexamine the recruitment efforts by 11-1Es is prompted
by the statistical information provided by the state agency, as ell as by the % ()ices of practitioners such
as principak. teachers, and es en students. vv ho have stoically expressed their concerns.

These concerns are rooted in the well-documented fact that there is a critical shortage of teachers. par-
ticularly minority teachers. who can more effectively reach and teach the grow ing minority swdent population.
For example. in a 1989 report in the 1990 ;MCI'S ditmiat. a survey of teacher placement officers in 48
states found that the field that has the highest teacher shortage index is bilingual education w ith a score
of 4.43 (5 =greatest demand. 1 =least demand). Overall, the racial/ethnic mismatch of teachers and children
varies across the states, but generally teachers %%ho are %% hite significantly outnumber non-white teachers.

hile minority student enrollment is steadilx. increasing. Some states already have more non-w hite students
than w hire students. The Texas public school population is now 49.72 percent minority ( Texas ItAtution
.1gettly Reseanh Brie:fi. I 940),

Substantial empirical data on the di -ect consequences of the minority teachet shortage on the education
of students has yet to surface. However, a strong case in favor of providing schools w ith a curriculum
that reflects the pluralistic nature of our society is commonly made by educators concerned with futuristic
issues. The need for more minority teachers in our schools is seldom disputed. Nes ertheless. IHEs o:1n
lack the innovation and assertiveness to build appropriate inroads toward an effective approach for recruiting
minorities into teacher education programs. The summary of the recruitment component and the con-
cluding recommendations of a university project presented herein, address the dev elopment of a % iable
model that can he replicated on other college campuses.

The affective focus of this model w as based on the premise that minoritx students ha% e not had adequate
counseling on preparing for college, either at home or school. Many of these minority students lack substantial
support that includes careful consideration of their perception of themsek es ithin their social and cultural
miheu. To best reach these stulents, An attempt must be nude to relate to their aspirations and their
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social, cultural and economic problems. The goal of the project's recruitment component was to provide
secondary and post-secondary Hispanic students an opportunity to engage in dialogue and other mean-
ingful actit irks: and to acquire insight on the importance of going to college and becoming a teacher.

To Jellies e this goal, a unit ersity teacher with a Ph.D. in education. Hispanic and female, a graduate of
one of the target high schools, and a former student of one of the target junior colleges was selected as
discussion leader. It was proposed that her background experiences and achievt.ments. as w ell as her in-
terests and sensitivity toward minority student issues. would have a definite impact on the target students.
The target populations w ere high school and junior college Hispanic students. The time allotted for the
project w as six months. The other staff member involved w as a specially hired full-time coordinator, ho
w as responsible for making contacts w ith target school staff and arranging times and location of group
discussion,. Emphasis ,t 2S made on po,viding!t! Hispanic students w ith college and teacher bound infor-
mation through indit iduals tt ho sert ed as role modek. Each of these actit ities is described below in more

Activity I: Talking to Students in Their Classrooms

The project coordinator and the unit ersit 7. teacher made arrangements w ith the target schools principal%
and or counselors, and in some cases ft ith teachers, for talking with the Hispanic students. The group
discussions w ere held w ith students w ho tt ere usually in: 1) language labs, that provided concentrated
English language study; 2) the correlated language arts block, including extended study in reading and
the language arts for remedial students: and 3) in the case of junior college. the Hispanic and Spanish clubs.

The talks centered around four main points: I ) that education is one of the most important resources af-
fecting the quality of our lit es; 2) that a college education can prepare them for a changing society and
make them competitive and productive: 3) that a college education is attainable even for student% who
have limited financial resources and average grade point averages; and 4) becoming a teacher is not only
fulfilling. but also an avenue to help other minority students. The university teacher led the discussions
using an informal, anecdotal style. in some classes, the classroom teachers or counselor joined in the discus-
sion, adding to the conversation. The university teacher held approximately 10 group discussions in three
high schools and two junior colkges. Each discussion lasted about an hour.

Some evaluatit e observations w ere made by the university teacher and the project coordinator that have
a direct bearing on the project's implications. First, even though the students seemed very attentive, they
w ere hesitant to ask specifk questions about the process of going to college. i.e.. how to select a college
or universitt , fill out an application and enroll. etc. It was indicative of the need for the students to have
more extended sessions on that topic. One hour discussions may only serve as an initial introduction that
does not allow for meaningful communication betw een students and a discussion leader.

Secondly, the discussions seemed isolated instances of support since the target schools generally did not
make the substantial efforts required to reach and moth ate students. The schools that accepted our invitation
to talk to students were for the most part agreeable to the need. How ever, there was very little concerted
effort to carry out other w orthwhile activities similar to the project's group discussions. Finally, w hatever
impact the group discussion had on the students may have dissipated since little effort was made to follow
up and capitalize on the momentum. This can be corrected if a more comprehensive plan is organized
to involve more students and staff and hat e the timelines extended. For example. a plan could be designed
in the beginning of the school year that: 1) identifies student and teacher participants; 2) prepares students
by providing % ell-organized information on the procedure for selecting. applying and enrolling in college:
and 3) pros ides students w ith accessible resources to prepare for college entrance exams. Such a plan
is already in place in most schools, how ever, many minority students feel they are not part of it.
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Extra consideration needs to be made by the entire teaching staff to help minority students understand
that earning a college degree is a reality for each of them. The comprehensive plan w ould include several
visitations by a university teacher w ho would serve as a role model and a second major activity described
in the next section.

Activity 2: Inviting Students to the University Campus

During the university-led group discussions, the students were invited to attend an informatit e. v et. informal
Saturday session at the university. The rationale was that if students participated in meaningful activities
on the university campus with individuals who serve as role models, they would acquire relevant informa-
tion as well as a sense of belonging. A full day's schedule of activities included presentations 1 ) the
university's admissions counselor, who provided information about applying far financial aid and admission.
2.) professors from the education department who talked about what students must team to become teachers.
3) currently enrolled university students tt ho talked about what it is like to :mend college, 4) 1 lispanic
school principals and teachers who spoke on the importance of getting an education and on becoming
a teacher. and 5) university students' theater groups.

In one of the sessions, a bilingual teacher gave a motivating talk to the Audents and then sang and played
the guitar. The agenda also included a luncheon and a campus tour. The day finished with a group discus-
sion led bv the university teacher. The students expressed their opinions about the day's activities and
asked questions. Four Saturday sessions w ere scheduled with approximately 13 Hispanic students attending
each session. . teacher from each of the target high schools also attended one of the sessions.

Based on student comments and observations by the university teacher, project coordinator and other)/
int olved in the Saturday sessions, this activity met with partial success. Si.udents enjoyed the interaction
with presenters and tt ith the university students, many of whom were Hispanic. and acquired a great deal
of information. However, lack of a follow up decreased the possibility of maintaining the students' interest
in pursuing a college degree. especially in education. Students became more comfortable in the universitt
setting as the day progressed and the interaction increased. Their questions at the end of the day were
more specific and focused than the student questions at the target schools. The only high school teacher
tt ho participated offered transportation to some of his students. His presence and help tt as a key factor
in his student's positive attitudes towards participating in the Saturday event.

The six month project tt as brief but substantial in providing valuable insights into minority teacher recruit-
ment issues and alternatives to the traditional methods of recruitment. The following list offers suggestions
for implementing a project such as the one described in this paper.

1) I 'nit ersity and target schools must develop a comprehensive. multiple-year plan in which collaboration
tt ill take place. Commitment must be established by both parties with high degrees of agreement on
important goals and objectives.

..) A contact person must be identified on each campus. Communication lines should be kept open by
holding formal and informal meetings on pertinent topics.

3) Since it is unlikely that the same university teacher may be regularly exempt from a hill-time load
it is suggested that other university minority teachers take turns making campus visits on a rotating
basis. This may require more than one university to participate because of the low numbers of unit ersity
teachers who are minorities. A consortium of universities tt illing to participate and share this respon-
sibility is highly recommended.
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4) Personal contact is the key to motivating students in this model. Therefore, participants should adopt
working principals that use the affective focus. Using role models who are familiar and sensitive to
the minority students' concerns and who can interact with them in meaningful ways is essential.

In conclusion, the most important outcome of this brief project is the revelation that very few resources
are necessary to implement an alternative recruitment plan for minority teacher candidates. What is essential
and invaluable, however, is the commitment and concerted effort by key individuals at the public school

and IHE levels. Establishing a working relationship benveen schools and IHEs setting goals, and allocating
existing resources builds a solid support structure and creates a brighter future for minority teacher can-

didates, and benefits all stiidents.
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'Implementation

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TEXAS ACADEMIC
SKILLS PROGRAM TESTS IN MAINTAINING
ETHNIC DIVERSITY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
TEXAS AT EL PASO
By Herbert K. Heger

The University of Texas at El Paso

Jon M. Engelhardt
The University of Texas at El Paso

his paper reports on the development of mathematics tests designed to predict: 1) student success

on the mathematics sub-test of the Texas Academic Skills Program '(TASP). and 2) student

readiness for college level mathematics. This project was funded by the Texas Education Agency

under an ECIA grant for "attracting and retaining quality candidates in teacher education- and

is a direct descendent of several earlier testing efforts by The University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP)

faculty (Heger le: Salinger. 1985).

The University. of Texas at El Paso serves an ethnically-diverse city on the United States-Mexican border.

University enrollment is more than 50% Hispanic and Hispanic enrollment in teacher education is even

higher. Consequently. UTEP has been very successful in preparing an ethnically-diverse teaching force.

The problem for UTEP faculty has been how to maintain this strong record of equal opportunity in the

face of testing mandates, given the fact that minority students tend to score lower on tests than white/anglo

candidates. This fact led to the development of a testing/advising program for the 1984 Texas impkmen-

tation of the Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST). a basic skills entrance test for teacher candidates (Heger

Salinger. 1983).

In the 1984 effort. prospective teachers were Oen locally developed predictor tests of reading and

mathematics and were advised on how to prepare for the PPST. This effort successfully avoided a decline

in minority teacher candidate enrollment (Heger & Salinger. 1985). Research with the UTEP predictor

tests confirmed that minority students would not score as well as white students. More importantly, the

research verified the view that too many college students from all ethnic groups lacked basic skills (Heger

& Burns. 1988),

By the time the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board adopted the Texas Academic Skills Program

(TASP) (Texas Legislature, 1987: Alpert et al- 1989). the I:TEP faculty and administration were ready

to adopt a campus wide strategy of developmental diagnosis and instruction. An Academic Development

Center %%as established and, with the assistance of a grant from the IBM Corporation. a computer assisted

instruction network was installed.
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The project reported here in% olved the development and initial validation of a mathematics predictor test.
in several forms. for use in advising high school, community college. and university students for TASP
preparation in advance of the need to take the actual test. It was hoped that the test could also serve
as a college level mathematics placement test.

The product of this project could be used as a minority teacher candidate recruiting tool. It could be used
by high school counselors to encourage promising sophomores and juniors to take more mathematics. These
tests would also help adult students who may have forgotten their mathematics or who may have never
taken mathematics beyond Algebra 1.

The mathematics section of the TASP was seen by UTEP faculty as the hardest aspect of the TASP
because of the intention to assess readiness for college algebra. This represented an increase in standards
from the stated eighth grade level of the PPST. (Educational Testing Service. 1982) at a time when many
entering college students still lacked a full college preparatory mathematics background. This concern was
validated by an initial 74% campus wide mathematics failure rate at UTEP (Office of Institutional Studies.
Fall. 1989).

Participants in this development project included Dr. Ralph Ligouri. Dr. Richard Burns, Dr. Simon Bernau,
se% eral educators from local high schools and the El Paso Community College. as well as the authors.

Some Observations About Testing and the TAW

From a curriculum planning perspective, there are at least four testing functions:

1. assessing present competence:
2. predicting future performance:
3. student placement: and
4. diagnosing instructional needs.

In other words, the staff of any academic development service generally needs to use predictor, placement.
and diagnostic tests according to the demands of the situation.

Conceptually, tests such as the well-know n Texas high school exit test. the Texas Educational Assessment
of Minimum Skills test (TEAMS) and the PPST are minimum competency tests. That is. the standards
of the test are not supposed to be set by a norm group. Rathcr, these tests aim to determine whether
specific skills do or do not exist on a minimum level.

Similarly. the TASP is a competency test. although it requires more advanced skills than either the TEANIS
or the PPST. The TASP minimum competency level is defined as readiness for college level mathematics.
i.e.. college algebra. The published specifications (i.e., competencies) of the TASP mathematics sub-test
suggest items that involve multiple skills. If one ignores the inductive reasoning competency, one finds
at least 63 distinct skill areas covered by the test (National Evaluation Systems, 1988).

Since the "'Asp test is only 40 items in length. it cannot fully assess each and every skill. Consequently.
in the opinion of the UTEP project staff. the TASP test could only aspire to be predictively alid. In
other words. the TASP would not be able to assess a candidate's present skills nor would it be useful
for diagnostic purposes.
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From the university point of view. it would be helpful if the .1-Asi) %%ere also a placement test. i.e.. produce
enough detailed knowledge of performance to permit actual class placement. This. unfortunately. w ould
not be possible within the limitations of the TASP specification list and the 40-item test length. A place-
ment test would require additional test development.

Test Development Procedures
The TASP specifications were rewritten by project staff into 64 sub-skills. .A pool of 290 items was w ritten
to fit these sub-skills. This pool was reduced by project staff to 150 items through a process of criticism
and rewriting. Pilot forms of the predictor tests w ere developed: Forms C. D. E. and F. In order to con-
tinue earlier basic skills research and to assist s% ith temporary validation. se% eral items were included from
older tests developed to predict success on the mathenutics subset of the PINT (Burns. 1983).

Pilot test forms C. D. E. and F teere ad:1141kt (I grovr, of high school, community colcge. .wd
unn ersity students during the late spring and early summer of 1989. Although the actual TASP is not
timed. these new UTEP tests were intended for use in conventional school settings. Tynicallv. a de facto
time limit of 30 minutes exists in such advisory situations. Hence. both the pilot tests and final tests w ere
designed to be given in a period of 50 to 60 minutes. The total number of usable test scores obtained
was 760. Demographic data on the students were collected and used as part of the data anal% sis.

In the end. four forms of the final product were developed: Forms H. J. L. and NI. Form% I, and M are
confidential UTEP campus editions. All forms contain only validated items and clones of validated items.
Forms H and J are predictor tests that parallel the structure of the TAsP and are available for usc by
high schools, community colleges, and other institutions free of charge.

Forms I. and \ 1 are dual purpose tests. They are intended to predict TAW passage and permit appropriate
student placement in developmental mathematics or college algebra. This was accomplished by reducing
the number of TASP coded items to 36. This permitted an increase in items related to college algebra
course prerequisites. Of course, some of the 36 TASP related items may serve a dual purpose in this regard.

Recommended cutoff scores were established to place students in Math 3010. 3011. and College Algebra
on Forms L and \I and to predict TASP passage on Forms H and J. These scores must be considered
tetratbe until an adequate pool of subjects takes the I.-TEP tests and subsequently takes the actual "l'ASP test.

Cutoff scores for the new tests were aimed at estimating the odds of a particular student passing the
mathematics section of the TASP. The process developed for Form A of the Burns test in 1983 and ex-
tended to Form B w as utilized (Heger. 1986). In addition. for the new tests, the process was extended
to item-by-item correlation of performance with previously collected data on items assessing the same skills
as collected during earlier PPST research (Heger. 1989).

It is interesting to note that the derived score tor placement in college algebra is higher than the score
that predicts success on TAsp. challenging the notion tiat TASP competencies were sufficient for entrance
to college algebra. Of course, policies and procedures regarding the use of these tests are the responsibility
of the ITEP Academic Development Center and Mathematics Department,

The Dream: Computer Adaptive Testing
An important part of the UTEP effort regarding the TASP requirement is computer adaptive testing (CAD.
Computer adaptive testing has been interpreted by some, especially vendors, as merely on-line administration
of tests. Actually. CAT theory involves muc I more,
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With computer adaptive testing, test items are stored in item banks in a pre-validated item tree. much
like files in the tree of a computer hard disk directory. When students take a test, the computer first ad-
ministers a small number of "root"' items. Student performance on the first items is matched by the computer

against pre-programmed criteria and subsequent items are selected and administered. Performance on the

second batch of items is assessed and new items are then assigned.

As the student progresses, the computer continues to select and re-select items through a process of suc-

cessive approximation. In theory. this process leads to the identification of the student's exact performance

level in a much smaller number of items than would be required through conventional testing.

As a practical matter. CAT software exists and mathematics test items exist. But an extensive. laborious

amount of validation is required before a diagnostic tree can be established for particular applications.

The optimistic aspiration of the UTEP project was to have CAT operating on campus by fall. 1989. The
CA-I' software was installed on the Academic Development Center's IBM computer network served by

an AS400 and conventional tests were readied (Micro CAT. 1988). But the time it will take to alidate

a CAT tree is still unknow n.

Test Availability
Maintaining ethnic-diversity in the teaching profession requires that special efforts be made to assure that

minority students succeed in all aspects of their education. One available tool for teacher educators and

others as they help minority students with basic skills is The University of Texas at El Paso TASP
Mathematics Predictor Test.

Universities. community colleges, and high schools wishing to advise students on their chances of passing

the mathematics portion of the TASP may use this test at no cost. The test should be especially useful

in advising high school sophomores or juniors on the mathematics course selection. Recommended cutoff

scores are provided along with the tests.
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Implementatim

JUMPING HURDLES: ATTRACTING AND
RETAINING QUALITY CANDIDATES IN
TEACHER EDUCATION
By Laura Bernstein

The University of Texas at Austin
Extension Instruction and Materials Center
SpeeisAl Projects

ntroduction
In Januar.. 1989. The Uniersity of Texas at Austin's Extension Instruction and Materials Center

(E1M( :).Special Projects w as arded a grant by the Texas Education .Agencv for an innovatn c pilot
project designed to increase the number and quality of candidates tor teacher education.

`1 he design of the UT Special Project's program as significantly different from other TEA grants awarded

in this program. The Special Projects target group w ould be primarily made up of high school sophomores.

juniors. and seniorsdisproportionately high in minoritiesu ho possessed the innate ability and the con-

tent know kdge to be trained as successful teachers, but who lacked the academic system skills to cope

ith the series of assessment instruments that determine entry and progress tow ard certification. It l as

thought that if these students could get over the hurdle of passing standardized tests, they might start

to think about a career in teaching.

E1MC Special Projects was uniquely qualified to develop such a project because, in its relatively short

existence, it has an unparalleled record of achievement in developing training and materials for test sup-

port and skills development. Special Projects was organized in 1986 initially to develop and produce a

ret iew course for the Texas Examination of Current Administrators and Teachers (TECAT). More than

86.000 teachers in 388 school districts %%ere trained in 712 workshops using materials developed by

E1MC, Special Projects. As a result. a strong network was formed w ith educators across the state.

Currently. Special Projects' primary focus is on conducting research and training on problems related to

education and producing instructional materials for students and teachers. Recent activities include con-

ducting Advanced Academic Training (AAT) and insert ice seminars for educators on making a smooth

zrinsition from the Texas Educational Assessment of Minimum Skills (TEAMS) to Texas .Nssessme.lt

of Academic Skills (TAAS) test: updating Mastering the TEAMS materials to incorporate the new TAAS
objectives: producing Examination for the Certification of Educators in Texas (ExCET) Skills Res iew
videotapes and %%orkshops: and implementing an innovative summer program to prevent migrant student

dropouts w hich includes the Skill Building Series part of an enhanced independent learning courses.
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MC/Special Projects Objectives

The objective of the pilot project was to remediate the thinking and testing skills necessary for success
on standardized tests fincluding TEAMS. Texas Academic Skills Program/Pre-Professional Skills Test
(TASP/PPST). and ExCETI the series of required assessment instruments that mark the stages of academic
progress tow aid certifkation.

No student should exit the educational system of our state w ithout the required level of competency and
a command of basic skills in reading. w riting, and computation. This is a fundamental goal of ed9cational
reform in Texas. But this is a systemic goal. hest achieved incrementally throughout the curriculum and
school ss stem.

Individuals sho have reached the late or post-secondary level w ithout acquiring basic hteracy and com-
putation skills are probably not. in any imnceiau: fi:tur,.:, the Iet candidates for raising the quality 4)f
teaehing in Texas. However, if the students lacking these basic skills are not an appropriate audience for
teacher training and certification programs. there is another. somewhat related, audience that is indeed
appropriatestudents ho have attained essential content skills hut cannot demonstrate them on stan-
dardized tests.

Man y. students at all levels possess good basic skills, even good at the intermediate or advanced level.
These students. how ever. do not possess them in a testable format. For a variety of reasons. they are
unable to apply or display their skills and abilities in a testing context.

These students are beset by test anxiety, poor preparation and planning. weak test-taking strategies.
deficient thinking skills: and

they fail at task analysis. problem solving techniques. comprehension skills, analysis and synthesis thinking
skills.

Thus, the main objective of our proposal was to seek out these particular students and address these problems.

Recruitment of Students
A demographically balanced sample of 1.000 students from three geographic areas (South Texas/Rio Grande
Valley: greater Houston area: and Central Texas) w as sought.

The major requirement for participation in the pilot project was for students to be candidates for the
SpringySummer administration of the TEAMS. TASP or PPST test. After an initial mailing inviting schools
to participate in the pilot project. the response w as underwhelming. We had problems locating the ap-
propriate person to find and w ork with students in each school or institution. Those schools, in turn, had
difficulty identifying those students who met our particular needs.

After follow-up mailings and telephone calls. how e%er. we accumulated our di% erse sample group of 1.000
SEMI Its.

The Effective Test Performance Study Guide

The centerpiece of the pilot project was the production and distribution of a student study guide The
Effective Test Perfrmance Study Guide. It provided diagnostics. remediation. practice. maintenance, assess-
ment, and evaluation activities. The 300-page guide %%as formatted for either self-directed or. preferably.
assisted instruction and included the follow ing sections:
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Test taking skills and strategies:
thinking and testing successfully in reading:
thinking and testing successfully in writing; and
thinking and testing successfully in mathematics.

Training Sessions

To prepare district;school personnel in each of the three geographic areas chosen for the pilot project,
Special Projects staff presented a six-hour training workshop. Each district or institution that enrolled one
or more students was required to send at least one person to be trained. The training sessions, one for
each geographic region. included orientation to the program's objectives: review of procedures and logistics
for registering students: data collection and evaluations: and the long-term implications of the pilot program.

he curriculum component of the training session included discussions on effective test-taking skills, and
thinking and testing in reading. writing, and math.

The training sessions were %cell-attended and the participants left feeling extremely enthusiastic about the
goals of the project. The Wive Mit Peifrnitaner Study Guide, and the data analysis component of the program.

Data Management

After consultation w ith Guy Manager. professor of educational psychology at The University of Texas
at Austin. and Jason Chang. doctoral student in educational psychologyitechnology, we developed a series
of questionnaires for students to fill out and a database system for collecting and analyzing their responses.
The questionnaires were:

Profile form: This questionnaire solicited biographic and demographic information: academic background:
and testing history, including remediation intervention information. Students w ere also asked to sign
a release giving IT access to their previous standardized test scores.

Pre-test questionnaire: Students were asked to complete this form just prior to taking a standardized
test. Information collected from this form included test preparation. prior remediation, test anxiety data,
and reaction to The' Fffeaive Test Petformance Study Guide.

POSE-test questionnaire: Post-test data focused on how well the studv guide prepared students for specific
parts of the testreading, writing, and mathematicsand if, because of their use of the study guide.
the test questions and the subject matter covered w ere what they anticipated.

Supervisor's questionnaire: A questionnaire was distributed to school personnel who supervised the par-
ticipating students. This short form asked for their reactions to the study guide and written comments
about the pilot project.

Data Results

The information collected from the questionnaires was analyzed by Jason Chang of The University of Texas
at Austin. Aside from tabulating the biographical and demographical information, we asked Mr. Chang
to do a statistical correlation on student's standardized test scores prior to and after using The Flfraire
Test Pee:fiermamr Study Guide. The following is the result of this data collection and analysis:
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Profile Data

Grade Les el Sex Ethnic Background Natke Languages
Fluent in
Other Languages

2. 10th graders 54"11 fenules 37% Hispanic 34% English 53"n fluent in Spanish
34"., 11th graders 39"'n males 11% Caucasian 27% Spanish 18"'ti fluent in Frent h
27". 12th grader.

college students
huo no response

:on no response 24"i, Kick
1% Other
2un no response

19% no response 47% no response

Method Students Used to Prepare for TEAMS or TASP Test
(Respondents were asked to check the various methods they used to prepare for standardized tests. They
could check more than one item.)

36% prepared in the regular classroom
16"b attended tutorials outside the regular classroom
36% attended special classes
25% had additional special material provided
34% studied on their own
9% did no special preparation

College Aspirations

31% thought they w ould go to college
24% thought they w ould probably go to college

3"'n thought they w ere unlikely to go to college
11% thought they w ould not go to college
9"n did not respond

Teaching Aspirations

14% said they had a strong interest in teaching
91%, had a moderate interest

13"b thought it w as a possibility
11% had a minor interest
45% had no interest

8% did not respond

Student Preast Que.tik-anaire
The pre-test questionnaire was administered to students. in most cases, just prior to the administration
of the TEAMS test. These statistics are based on 600 respondents. The drop-off in the number of
respondents was due to the simple fact that some schools, despite prodding from Special Projects. did
not return the pre- and post-test questionnaires.
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Study Habits

(Students could check more than one item.)

44% studied alone
:59% received instruction during regular classes
14% received individual instruction
19% received instruction during tutorials or counseling sessions.

Effedivenm of Study Guide

41% thought it was very helpful
45% thought it was somewhat helpful

o% thought it was not very helpful
5% said it made no difference
3% did not respond

After using the study guide, do you feel you know how to handle this test?

g4% said yes
11% said no

50 did not respond

Have you previously taken the exit level TEAMS test?

86% said yes
II % said no
30 did not respond

Have you had any prior TEAMS preparation or remediation prior to taking today's exam?

Sh% said yes
40ft n said no
4% did not respond

For those responding yes, what type of preparation?

(More than one item could be checked.)

I t % had previously had individual instruction
47% had classroom instruction
19% had tutorials or counseling instruction

What subject area do you consider the most difficult?

63% said math
10% said writing
18% said reading
9% did not respond



How would you rate your ability to analyste test problemslquesfions?

4% said excellent
44% said good
46% said fair

3% said poor
3% did not respond

In your estimation, how well do you manage your study time?

6% said very well
39% said good
44% sai fairly well

7% said poorly
4% did not respond

.4re _von tense or anxious about taking this test?

20% were very tense
28% w ere somewhat tense
34% were a little tense
14% were not tense at all
4% did not respond

Was the study guide helpful in relieving test anxiety?

23% said very helpful
39% somewhat helpful
22% a little helpful
11% said it made no difference
3% did not respond

Did you use any other study material in prrparing for this test?

56% said yes
40% said no

49 did not respond

Post-test Questionnaire
A total of approximately 537 students responded to the post-test questionnaire. Responses to some ques-

tions had to be disqualified because more than one box was checked.

Did the study guide adequately prepare you for the test?

30% very much
32% somewhat
11% not very much
4% made no difference
4% did not respond
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Based on the use of the study guide, were the questions and subject matter covered in the test what you expected?

79% ves
17% no
4% did not respond

For math. how hetpjitl was the guide?

19% said very helpful
57% said helpful
11% said not helpful
13% did not respond'

For language arts, how helpful was the guidet

20% said very helpful
41"b said helpful
10% said not helpful
29% did not respond

For the writing part of the test. how helpful was the guide?

12% said very helpful
33% said helpful
16% said not helpful
38% did not respond*

For overall test-taking skills, was the guide helpfial?

23% said very helpful
399 ii said helpful
8% said not helpful

10% did not respond

Would you recommend continued use of the study guide?

64% said yes
16°.0 said no
14% said .yes. in conjunction with other study materials
6% did not respond

Hindsight study habits.

67% said they would study more next time
27% said they would study the Same

7% said they would study less
4% did not respond

a

'Not Jil tudents took all parts of the exam. Some had to pass only math or bnguage arts. not both.



Supervisors' Questionnaire
The following data is based on the responses of 20 high school supervisors who participated in the pilot
project. Some schools returned the pre- and post-test questionnaires but not the supervisor's questionnaire.

Was the study guide helpful to students?

37% said very helpful
31% said somewhat helpful
10% said not very helpful
2% said it made no difference

University of Texas. Special Projects staff

73"o said the staff was very helpful
21% said somew hat helpful
3% said not very helpful
1% did not respond

Based on your experience, how would you rate the ETP study guide?

47% rated it excellent
47% good

5% fair
1% did not respond

Would you use this study guide on a regular basis?

52% said absolutely
31"o probably
5% not likely
5% in conjunction with other study material

How would you use ETP in the future?

(More than one time could be checked.)

42% n ould use it in regular classrooms
26% w ould use it in tutorials
63% would use it in learning centers
63% would use it in one-to-one counseling.

Test Scores Before and After
Special Projects asked Jason Chang to do a statistical correlation on test scores before and after the pilot project.

Did Test Scores Improve?

Many of the schools participating in the program returned their pre- and post-test questionnaires right after

the spring tests were administered but failed to send in the results of those tests when they became available.

This w-as due mostly to the fact that the May TEAMS scores were not released until after summer vacation
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had started. Many of the counselors and teachers participating in the program were off for the summer.
Efforts by Special Projects (including letters and follow-up telephone calls) to convince schools to send
in the new scores were successful in some cases, but not many.

Follow-up continued when school resumed this fall. We have promises from many of the schools to send
in the May test scores of participating students. In the meantime, of the data we have collected, the results
are as follows:

A median score of the prior test (Test #1) was calculated for each of the schools and then compared with
the median score for the May 1989 test (Test #2). The results are broken down by subject math and
language arts.

TEST 4'1

Mean Score Standard Deviation

Math 628.13 50.199

Language .Nrts 663.38 31.483

TEST :2
Math 678.87 73.116

Language .rts 707.33 43.044

It can be extrapolated from the data that the The afective Test Perfirmanir Study Guide contributed to the
improvement of participating student's test scores.

Supervisors Comments
Special Projects also asked supervisors participating in the Pilot Project to record their thoughts about
they study guide and the project in general. The majority of supervisors found the project and the materials
more than satisfactory. Their comments included:

1 kel this studs guide was effective and came at a good time. Students hate said they hate enjoyed it...1
found the guide to be simple and easy to follow .

Patty Corpus
McAllen High School

Our students were so grateful to receive this extra tool to help them. They all asked me to relay their
thanks...Ithey I feel it may make the difference in their receiving passing scores.

Elizabeth Walker
L.B.J. High School

The math teacher mentioned that there were too many test taking skills and not enough exercises to teach
the math corwepts.

Mart. Ellen KO.
Round Rock High School

1 like this study guide; the students also liked the material and the w at it is presented.
Wilda Vasquez
Bastrop High School
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The only substantial criticism of the pilot project was that there was not enough time for the students

to use the ETP. They had only six weeks from the time they received the study guide until the TEAMS test.

Rcatl excellent, but students did not have enough time to use it...Book itself is fantastic.
Elaine H. Hatch
Marble Falk High School

Our big problem %%as .not having the material long enough to use it to maximum benefit.
Patricia Stech
Waller High School

Conclusion

The analyzed data supported our original obiextive of helping certain students measure up to their poten-

tial on standardized tests. By using The Effective Test Performance Study Guide, test scores of students

participating in this pilot project improved. Ifs just one hurdle they have cleared that eventually might

kad them to choolie a career in education.



ilimplemelaittion

THE TEACHER CONSERVATION PROJECT:
FIRST YEAR TEACHERS EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
By Teddy McDavid

Houston Independent School District
Extension Instruction and Materials Ccntcr

Under the direction of General Superintendent Joan Raymond. the Houston Independent School
District has redesigned its professional development programs to be more responsive to the
diverse needs of all the district's various teacher populations. The district has recognized. howe% er.
that the most critical need of the overall professional grow th and development program must

he to address the retention of first-year teachers. the group in w hich teacher attrition is greatest.

In collaboration w ith the University of Houston. the district field-tested a support and assistance program
for 300 first-year teachers, pairing them with 300 support teachers during the 1988-89 school year. Houston
LSD expanded this university-district collaborative program to full pilot status in 1989-90. involving about
700 specially trained support teachers, each paired w ith a first-year teacher.

Houston 151) also worked with the University of Houston to develop and implement an important sub-
component of this program: the Teacher Conservaticn Project. This project was added to the first-year
teacher pilot program to provide more intensive assistance and support for new teachers in the district's
critical shortage areas: bilingual/ESL programs. earlY childhood programs. special education programs, and
for beginning minority teachers throughout Houston ISD.

.bout 1.400 first-year teachers and support teachers have participated in the district's project. Targeted
teachers were those beginning a first year of teaching. whether prepared by a Texas teacher training in-
stitution or an out-of-state institution. A subset list had been developed of minority teachers, bilingual/ESL
teachers. early childhood teachers, and special education teachers with no experience as a teacher of record.
Included w ere alternative certification interns beginning their first year as classroom teachers-25 with
special education assignments with severely handicapped pupils. 60 in bilingual classrooms, and 24 in ESL

assignments.

The support teachers selected had demonstrated superior abilities and competencies as classroom teachers.
Many of those selected had participated as support teachers in the district's 1988-89 field test. A support
teacher for an alternative certifiation intern had to achieve Level II Career Ladder or better. Level Il
Career Ladder teachers were given preference for the other beginning teachers. A "job-alike or "same
category.' support teacher. paired for the school year w ith each first-year teacher, received a $300 stipend
(funded by the pilot project). Although basically a collaborative relationship, the support teacher served

as team leader in working out this process. Whene%er possible. the classrooms of the paired teachers were
conveniently close by. their non-instructional duty time was scheduled at the same period, and their teaching

ideologies were somewhat compatible.
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The support teacher w as the first-year teacher's on-site troubleshooter, preceptor. advocate, and sounding
board. The support teacher provided instructional assistance, peer counseling, and general guidance. By
promoting faeuky acceptance of the new teacher, the support teacher brought the neophyte into the teaching
collegialitya principal factor in maintaining a favorable school climate. By assisting the beginner to focus
on the work to be done. the support teacher served as the first-year teacher's initial line of defense against
the depression and hiw morale often associated with the realities of teaching.

The support reacher was also : beginning teacher's primary source of information on thc special
characteristics of the district, the school, the community it serves, and its student population. Working
with the professional development specialist when appropriate, the support teacher served as the first-year
teacher's liaison and facilitator in accessing the resources of other components of the Houston ISD profes-
sional des elopment infrastructure.

In addition to shared conferencing time and some shared training, support teachers visited in the classrooms
of their first-year partners each semester during regular teaching hours, and the novice teachers visited
in their support teachers' classrooms. Each observation session included a follow-up conference. The sup-
port teacher provided help and located resources to capitalize on the first-year teacher's strengths and to
address hisi her weaknesses.

Through these observations and follow-up conferences, the support teacher assisted the novice teacher
in making appropriate instructional decisions. As needed, the new teacher was coached on content priorities.
interpretation. up-dating. pacing, instruction techniques, and in the content being taught.

About tw ice monthly. first-year teachers were scheduled for beginning teacher job-alike cluster meetings
for an informal sharing of general concerns, experiences, and ideas. Support teachers and professional develop-
ment specialists served as cluster facilitators. The third and sixth cluster meetings during each semester
featured a panel that included master teachers, district specialists, supervisors, administrators, and university
staff members. Panel members' insight dealt directly w ith the topics, questions, and concerns identified
by the first-Year teachers in previous meetings. Support teacher cluster meetings for peer sharing followed
the same pattern.

Although their primary responsibility w as training, the professional development specialists also facihtated
support teacher meetings (both scheduled and upon request). made on-site classroom observations, and
shared in support-teacher conferencing. One specialist was assigned to each of Houston ISDs administrathe
districts. A specialist may have assisted another specialist when needed.

Each specialist maintained a resource bank of books, periodicals, films, videotapes, and other instructional
media dealing with professional development. pedagop. (philosophy and application), and other areas of
interest for the beginning teachers. The specialist served as a liaison and facilitator for all staff develop-
ment 30% ities involving the support teachers and the novices, and as a resource pason to the Teacher
Conservation Subcommittee.

The director of psychological services designed a way to interface the districts' psychologicalicounseling
network w ith this program. A personal support and assistance program (offered on-site and off-site) providing
psychological assistance and practical help for the beginning teachers is available because many problems
fall outside the support teacher's domain. The first-year teacher could privately request assistance, or the
support teacher could make arrangements through the director of psychological services. The doctoral
psychologists, one in each Houston ISD administrative district, worked wth the professional develop-
ment specialists, serving in training seements. cluster meetings, and with small groups on request.
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The specialists received training about E.t ice is eekly throughout the school year. Their training covered
program design. objectives and procedures. and presenting audience-specific workshops (e.g.. for univer-
sities. conferences, district and school administrators), Cross-training enabled them to become truly multilevel,
expanding the know ledge base to encompass other lesels. As part of the training, each professional des clop-
ment specialist designed a grow th plan for developing a speciality.

In preparation for the 1984-40 full pilot year. the professional development specialists also participated
in six weeks of training during the summer. Everv assistant superintendent (or designee) inolved ith
an aspect of staff des elopment participated in implementing this training. Further training w as planned
for the summer of 1990.

The director of district-unn ersity relations has conducted project-related training sessions for distrkt
superintendents, instructional specialists, and principals. This training integrated the first-year teacher program
into the effective schools design.

A training and support team consisting of professional development specialists, curriculum specialists, and
district administrators had prot ided the support teachers ith training prior to their assignments ith the
first-year teachers. Training topics have included: 1) communication and conferencing skills, 2) obsers a-
tion techniques. 3) models of instruction. 4) the teacher's role in addressing the effective school correlates.
and 5) specialized training in the Texas Teacher Appraisal System.

First-year teachers served by the subcomponent (bilingualiESL. special education, early childhood, and
nnnority) w ere also receiving the training provided to all first-year teachers through the pilot program.
Their additional training had been designed to meet specific needs as identified by information from 'rrks
appraisals. mentor observations, and preservice records.

A support teacher At orkshop, an orientation workshop. and some of the cluster meetings has e been held,
along w ith other district and campus level workshops. The first-year teachers also participated in Houston
ISDs torkshnps for new teachers and those for all district teachers. Comprehensive planning fmused on
continuity beets een induction activities and those of other staff development programs.

Specialists planned and implemented at least four scheduled, content-focused, mini-workshops each semester
for support teachers and the bilinguallESL. special education, early childhood, and minority teachers. These
workshops were held after school in thc administrative districts. In addition, the professional development
specialists provided classroom demonstrations and consultations on specific problems.

.% major w orkshop it as held in November for support teachers on the Effective Schools Model. The agenda
centered on: 1) the implementation of effective schools programs, 2 effective schools correlates relative
to the continuous assessment of students' learning as a major contribution to their academic success. 1)
the learning needs and styles of diverse student populations (especially minority, ESLibilingual. special
education, and early childhood populations), and 4) innovative approaches. These topics embodied the
effective school correlates: instructional leadership. instructional focus, teacher behavior, high ;:xpectations.
school climate, and measurement.

Houston ISD and the Texas Cooperative Teacher Center Network hosted a conference on April 28. 1990.
focusing on teacher induction and featuring the Houstor project. In June, the project director and the prin-
cipal investigator, assisted by the Teacher Conservation Subcommittee, conducted an end-of-project
workshop. Houston ISD participants included members of the pilot's project advisory committee. the district's
Professional Devdopr .rit Council, the professional deselopment specialists, support teachers, and first-
year teachers.



This workshop focused on: I ) presentations based on the Best h-airices (.asebook. 2) planning for distribution
of project information. 3) a presentation of the project videotape. and 4) evaluation activities. As profes-
sion:A development specialists sorked with support teachers and support teachers with first-year teachers.
they prepared and submitted best-practice narratives to the project director. The project director, assisted
by the Teacher Consert ation Subcommittee, nude the final ..election of narratit es for the Rest Preterites
Casebook to be used in the end-of-project w orkshop.

Assisted by staff development and curriculum administrators. professional de% elopment specialists had
des eloped 42 draft packets for program use. These packets are research-based and tailored to district needs.
Each packet has been developed according to the essentials common to an y. effective training presentation.
Each packet has a prescribed sequential arrangement. accompanying scripts, handouts, and transparent..
masters.

Packets det eloped during the field test stressed the need for a philosophical base for support teacher and
first-year teacher training. Many focused on theories relating to the learning needs and styles of diverse
student populations. especially for those represented by the projeces special teacher categories. New packets
des eloped during the pilot year has e focused on training applications. Those packets, st hich pros ide the
structure and focus for further teacher training activities, are being modified to reflect needed changes
as identified through the specialists' observations and participants' feedback. The packets are self-contained
units of professional quality. Careful formatting and appropriate graphics add interest and ensure clarity.

The specialists are ako fulfilling their growth objectives by attending seminars, workshops. and conferences
related to their chosen specialties. Their grow th plans culminated in additional training packets. reflecting
their specialties.

A presentation on the Houston project is being shown over the closed circuit netts ork of school districts
sert ed by Region IV Education Service Center. A videotape has been made of the pilot year, centering
on Houston ISDs support netw ark activities, st ith a special focus on the program for first-year teachers
in critical areas. This sideotape will be shown at participating area school districts and educational institutions.

A Direetog ('nevenity Reounes has been developed by the University of Houston to profile faculty- members
ho hat e agreed to share their expertise. Information includes the name, title, telephone and address of

each faculty member and their area of expertise: I ) ssorkshop presenters; 2) facilitators for cluster meetings.
and 3) technical assistance.

As ssorkshop packets. the s ideotape. the casebook, and other instructional materials are developed. they
are featured in the superintendent's Bulletin. Copies are made available to the Texas Education Agency
and to ot erall project management.

A Teacher Conservation Subcommittee periodically res iew s the activities of the Teacher Consert ation
Project including: I ) the support teachers' program (selection, training and ongoing support). 21 the design
and schedule of training programs for first-year teachers, 3) schedules for the support and first-year teachers
meetings. 4) the interface of the project activities st ith district and pilot program activities, 3) the develop-
ment of (raining packets and other products. 6) the evaluation schedule, and 7) revioi s of program
implementation and expenditures.
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The Teacher Conservation Subcommittee, chaired by the project director. includes the University of
Houston's associate dean and Houston ISDs assistant superintendent for pupil services, director of
psychological services, director of early childhood programs. director of alternative certification, director
of special education program development and coordination, and the director of teacher training. The sub-
committee assists the project director with major events such as the Effective Schools Workshop. Adjunct
subcommittee members who serve in related matters include university professors, the professional develop-
ment specialists, support teachers, and first-year teachers (including some who were new teachers last
year). District curriculum specialists participate as needed.

The professional development specialists are responsible for project activities in Houston's 14 administrative
districts. Each school principal with a first-year teacher in this project is responsible for the administration
of entry-level teacher program activities on that campus and for providing requested information to project
administrators regarding support teacher candidates. The principal is apprised of support team activities
and serves as a resource person to the team, the support teachers and the first-year teachers.

Dr. W. Robert Houston, the associate dean of the University of Houston's College of Education, has designed
and is conducting a detailed, ongoing evaluation of Houston's first-year teacher program and this project.
The evaluation includes various approaches designed to increase the knowledge base of effective strategies
for assisting and supporting first-year teachers. The resulting studies will be the basis for a series of research
rei rts.
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a plane t ikon

AN ANALYSIS OF SUPPORT TEACHER
INTERVENTION IN A FIRST-YEAR
TEACHER INDUCFION PROJECT
By Frank Gonzales

intercultural Development Research Association

This project has made a tnimendous diffirrnce in myfirst year of teaching. It has
helped me become mon, confident because I know I can depend On my support teacher

fir help or ftedback. &fon' the pmject began I didn't sham much about teaching

or classmom situations. Note, I fie/ okay about asking questions because I know

she wants to help.

The preceding quote came for a first-year. bilingual education classroom teacher that participated

in a trainingt research project. Enhancing the Qualkr and Retention nf Minority Teachers cmd Teachers

in Critical Shortage .1reas. developed by Intercultural Development Research Association in San

Antonio. TX.

Statement of the Problem

The first year of teaching is tough. Despite preparation in pedagogy. tleginning teachers enter the real

orld of teaching and find that the challenges are more complex than they had ever imagined (Huling-

Austin. 1989). In many instances beginning teachers lose self-confidence. experience extreme stress and

anxiety, and often question their own competence as teachers and as individuals (Hank. 1984; Hidalgo.

1986-87; & Ryan. A.. Newman. K.. Nlager. G.. Applegate. J.. Lasky. T.. Flora. R.. & Johnston, J., 1980).

Teachers need help during their first year of teaching.

One method of assisting beginning teachers throuith this most difficult induct:in period is to pair the beginning

teacher w ith an experienced teacher. The experienced teacher becomes a coach to the novice teacher.

Design of the Study
The project im olved 14 campuses in four independent school districts in the San Antonio area from October

1989 EO Ma 1990. Sixty teachers from Edgewood Independent School District. H:ulandale Independent

School District. South San Antonio Independent School District, and Somerset Independent School District

(all in Bexar County) participated in the projecL.

Thirty experienced bilingual education teachers w ere selected to serve as support teachers. Their years

of teaching experience ranged from 3 to 20 years. The majority of the teachers had from 6 to 15 years

of teaching experience (see Table 1).
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Table I

Number of Years in Teach Mg
1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20

Number of
Support Teachers

-
11 S 4

Support teachers were paid a stipend of $300 for the duration of the project. They agreed to fulfill the
follow ing roles and responsibilities:

A. Serve as a role model for the first-year bilingual education teacher:

Allow the first-year bilingoal teacher to observe in their classroom:

coach the first-year bilingual teacher in proven methodologies:

demonstrate appropriate teacher-pupil interaction: and

exemplify a positive attitude toward teaching limited-English-proficient students.

B. Serve as a resource for the first-year bilingual education teacher:

Provide information as to the school's policies and procedures;

share instructional strategies with the first-year teacher:

share materials w ith the first-year teacher: and

share past experiences in the areas of decision-making.

C. Serve as an instructional leader:

Observe three lessons taught by the first-year bilingual education teacher and provide constructive

feedback using coaching strategies:

pro% ide training to the first-year teacher in the effective schools correlates; and

provide training to the first-year teacher on the learning styles of limited-English-proficient students.

School principals for the 14 campuses were asked to match the support teacher to a new bilingual educa-

tion teacher. The beginning teachers agreed to cooperate with the support teachers and attended four,

one-half day sharing sessions with their support teacher in November, January. February, and March.
Beginning teachers did not receive stipends. The districts provided release time for all teachers.

Methodology Used in Gathering Data

The support teachers were required to report all coaching interactions with their beginning teachers on

Support Teacher Intervention Forms. The form had sufficient space to write the reason for the intervention,

the outcome. any future plans, and additional concerns the support teacher might have. The support teachers

were asked to initiate one intervention per week with their beginning reacher.
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Between November 1989 and March 1990, a total of 359 interventions were recorded. Most interventions
ranged from 10 to 45 minutes in length. The majority involved about 15 minutes of the support teacher's
work time.

Analysis of Results

The intervention reports were grouped into 14 categories. Table 2 provides a rank order summary of the
interventions reported by the support teachers on the 14 campuses.

Table 2

Rank Order and Topic of Intervention
Number of

Interventions
Percentages

of Interventions

1. Instrucdonal assistance and planning 60 16.7

2. Instruction materials 53 14.8

3. Texas Teacher Appraisal System (TTAS)
observations or evaluations

45 12.6

4. Classroom management decisions 40 11.1

5. Discipline management decisions 31 8.7

6. Professional advice or assistance 24 6.7

7. Campus or district procedures 20 5.6

8. New teacher anxiety 19 5.2

9. Observation of support teacher 18 5.0

10. Parent conferencing or parent involvement 15 42
11. Testing or grading process 12 3.3

12. instructional aides 9 2.5

13. Texas Education Agency audit/compliance 7 1.9

14. Reporting student progress 6 1.7

'Foul 359 100

interpretation of the Results

The first three topics, instructional assistance and planning, instructional materials, and the TTAS lesson
cycle, account for almost 44% of the interventions. These three topics are instruction related. They are
the basis for all the preparation processes that teachers must undergo. Yet they are the areas in which
teachers have rhe most difficulty.
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Instructional assistance and planning. Support teachers reported providing assistance with developing
instructional objectives, documenting mastery of the essential elements following the lesson cycle, revising
classroom schedules. grouping students for instruction, and reviewing lesson plans. Beginning bilingual
education teachers were often unclear about how to meet the state's requirements for limited-English-protkient
(LEP) students. Support teachers helped categorize students. grouped LEP students for primary language
instruction. clarified w hat w as to be taught during ESL instruction, and made suggestions on how to incor-
porate cultural actis ities into the lessons.

Support teachers also provided assistance to beginning teachers in planning field trips, setting up learning
centers, planning instructional units every two weeks. organizing science fair displays. and organizing computer
assisted instruction. The individual attention that each beginning teacher received often clarified misconcep-
tions about the learning process. We all recall that Gagne (1962) emphasized that learning occurs from
the simple to the complex. from the concrete to the abstract. However. we often overlook the process
itself. One pre-K support teacher reported:

... is concerned about her children not knowing their numbers. I explained that if they don't conserse numbers
and do not understand one-to-one correspondence, they are not readv for numbers. I suggested manipulati% e
and hands-on experiences. I let her borrow some materials to help her.

Often the support teacher put the beginning teacher in contact with the appropriate person on campus:

... telt that the computer software for third grade w as too difficult for her students, I suggested that she borrow
some programs from a second grade teacher friend of mine. She got the software. and it was better suited
to the needs of hrr students.

.t other times the support teachers helped organize instruction. "We talked about typing the essential elements
mw the unit of studv.- "I reviewed her class schedule and shuffled some time slots to ensure that the best
time of the day for fise-year-olds was used for academic instruction.- ". . . 's lesson plans had too much 'fluff.'

helped her w rite specific objectives and added extension and enrichment . . . needed help in getting
the insecure and shv students to participate. My ads ice was to put those students in a smaller group and allow
more wag-time.-

Within a short period of time. a bonding began to occur. Support teachers began using plural pronouns
in their interventions: "The rapport between us is great. We enjoy working together. She is picking up
on nuny of my ideas. I. too. am getting new ideas from her." . invited my class to join hers for the
police officer's visit. The children got to get into the police car and talk on the radio. The officer w as
very good with our children." "We plan to visit each other's class each week. We have become close,
and w e both share ideas. I think she's terrific."

Instructional Material. Beginning teachers possess few or no instructional materials when they enter
teaching. The first years of teaching are an acquisition period. The beginning teacher has to teach a multitude
of concepts w ith limited equipment or instructional materials.

The support teachers reported assisting their beginning teachers in obtaining records. tapes. games. content
area hooks. big hooks, science kits. filmstrips, prisms, manipulatives. pictures. bulletin board materials,
holiday decorations, scrap carpet. junk for art projects, cultural materials from garage sales and Goodwill
stores, and blocks of scrap wood. Some support teachers personally escorted their beginning teacher to
the district's resource center. book warehouses, and the often overlooked storage areas in their buildings.
One %eteran teacher reported: . didn't know how to use the thermofax. In a few short minutes, I opened
up a new w odd to her."
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The beginning teachers often taught the support teacher new skills. One inters ention stated: ". showed
me how to work with papiermache. She is an artist very talented. We are sharing instead of the situation
being just one-sided. It makes her feel more comfortable."

The teams not only shared ideas and skills. They shared instructional materials: "I loaned . . . my magnetic
fishing pole and vocabulary cards." "I took . . some Thanksgiving patterns this afternoon. She really ap-
preciated them." ". . . needed more bulletin hoard materials. I gave her some of mine. She was elated."

rrAs observations or evaluations. If the 'ITAS can cause anxiety and raise the blood pressure level
in experienced, confident, and capable teachers, it can be almost devastating to the beginning teacher.
The support teachers realized immediately that the beginning teachers were in need of help. Interventions
submitted in November mentioned 'VIA& "I sent . . . some handouts for *Domain III Presentation of Subject
Matter.' She colored and posted them in her classroom to remind her of the lesson cycle."

Support teachers also prepared their teacher for the observation:

...requested a mock appraisal. I praised her on the classtomi climate. I suggested she use a variety of ac-
tivities, use more praise and related the content of the lesson to prior and future learning. I will help her with
some learning games. She w ill do fine!

...was a bit nervous about the obser% ation. I made several suggestions on what had to be posted as a rule,
what the observer would look for and how she could add decoration to her room.

...plans to practice leinforcement responses.

Support teachers were required to observe three lessons and provide constructive feedback to the beginning
teacher. Some responses were:

The overall lesson was good. .. . needs to watch het time in order to get credit in all domains. . must correct
student behavior on the spot. I have p7 Tared her not to anticipate too many EQs the first time aroundlather
to survive the process and not lose a domain.

I observed her social studies lesson on the three branches of government. The students were following well.
I left her a note telling her how much I enjoyed het teaching. Later ls e discussed the lesson, and I recommended
she hang a mobile with the three branches. She thought it was a great idea. We're becoming closer friends
and enjoy sharing ideas.

Those beginning teachers that received Ecls (exceinional quality) ratings on their observation can give
partial credit to the support teacher fur the "11..0 (tender loving care) w ith ss hich they were groomed.

The following topics account for more than 37% of the interventions. These topics require that the be-
ginning teacher make decisions.

Classroom management. Beginning teachers often realize they have a problem with the management of
their classroom, but they may not be able to recognize the problem. This failure to recognize the problem
is no fault of their own. It may be due to lack of experience and even fear of being labeled incompetent
if they ask for help. The support teachers often made dad) contact with their beginning teachers and were
able to suggest changes in the area of classroom management. Some of the suggestions included:

establish a rules, rewards, and penalty system:

set up learning centers where students can w ork indeptmdently or in small gmups;



set up a reading table and library circle in low traffic areas;

set up restroom breaks to minimize interruptions:

take children to breakfast before instruction starts;

implement magic circle;

assign peer tutors;

organize children's folders:

interact with students using global phrases rather than direct phrases:

develop other activities rather than ditto sheets:

rearrange the classroom; and

change the seating arrangement periodically.

Often the support teacher would spot a problem area and would suggest a solution: . . . has students by

academic ability. I suggested she group a high student with a low student and use a peer tutoring process-

ing.- "Students were having difficulty with creative writing due to poor spelling skills. They wanted.. . to
spell every word for them. I gave her a picture dictionary. She ran off copies for her students.**

Discipline management. The beginning teacher usually is assigned to teach the lowest ability group at

that grade level. They also may receive students with learning disabilities, behavior problems, or emotional

problems. Beginning bilingual education teachers often find that in addition to having all the LEP students

at a particular grade level, the y. also have some or all of the above. The bilingual education classroom

often becomes a dumping ground for students that experienced teachers would rather not teach. One sup-

port teacher observed this occurring with her beginning teacher and came to her rescue,

. .. has discipline problems with six students that are more than one year below grade le el. We had a grade-

le.el meeting and decided that the three experienced third grade teachers would exchange an on-grade-le.el

student for one of her below-grade-level students at the end of the first grading period. I personal! checked

folders of her students to ensure that they were of average or better ability. ....felt much better after she had

sent half of her discipline problems to other teachers.

Other support teachers reported interventions about insubordinate student behavior, students who steal

items in the classroom, students who fabricate lies 3nd bully students. Many support teachers gave the

same advice: "I suggested that . .. document discipline incidences with each problem child to use for a

conference with parents, the principals, and the counselor.-

Others guided the beginning teachers in setting up point systems for good behavior, ticket systems or

Ram dollar (school mascot) systems to buy items from the school store or weekly prize drawings for good

behavior. One male support teacher reported: "when the student becomes uncontrollable. all . . . has to

do is walk across the hall. I keep the student in my room where he completes his work or until he decides

he can control his behavior."

Teamwork had its advantages. Many of the teams worked together to resolve discipline problems.
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Professional advisor or assistance. Once beginning teachers realized !hey had a confidant. they asked
for advice on many topics:

. is concerned about the Examination for the Certification of Educators in Texas (Es( :ET) test. I suggested
she talk to others on campus ho have taken it and referred her to . .

is concerned about ha% ing to take the College land Examination Program 'LEP) test in mathematics
for alternative certification. I got the personod offke to make arrangements tor a tutor.

.. had a philosophical difference and a personalts conflict w ith an expenenced bilingual teafher. The experienced
teacher wanted to boss the new teacher. I reassured . . . that her opinion was valued and that she w as doing
an excellent job of teaching.

. wants to change to a higher grade le% el. She is concerned that she %%, ill he assigned again to a grade she
doesn't w ant because she is low man on the totem pole. I suggested she express her desire to change to the
principal so that she ttU be considered for an upper glade should one oecome at ailabie.

tise reading groups, and I suggested she eliminate two of them. I gave her some articles on learning
styles and high expectations.

Support teachers also provided current articles for research papers, shared professional articles and books,
informed their beginMng teacher about workshops and seminars, and encouraged the beginning teacher
to enroll in graduate programs.

Campus or district procedures. Support teachers knoa the established modus operandi on a campus or
district. Beginning teachers must learn the method of operation quickly in order EC) survive. Intervention
forms reported that beginning teachers were provided with: I I district flow charts and policy booklets t.lat
explain discipline forms and district forms, clarify the school movie policy and teacher presence at required
functions: 2) information about filling out instructional goals and self appraisal forms; 3) explanations for
time and treatment guidelines for bilingual education and English as a Second Language; 4) identifring
LEP students; 5) assessing language skills in Spanish and English: and 6) sharing grade book proced arcs
and lesson plan documentation.

A kindergarten support teacher reported:

The children in the morning group are having difficulty arri% ing to school at 7:45 a.m. to start the mornilg
session. Some of them come late. and thc .. don't eat breakfast because theY don't ha% c time to go to the cafeteria
before coming to class. Consequently. they are sleepy. hungry, and they seem to be ha% ;ng problems adjusting
to the daily routine. I suggested that the teacher aide could go and pick up milk and some type of snack from
the cafeteria and tr% to feed these kids. We w ill ha% e to talk to our principal and the ufeteria manager to see
if this kind of approach %%ill be possible.

A pre-kindergarten teacher reported:

.11 schools in the district are competing to get students to sign a pledge that theY siU '%Ea in school and do
their homework. . signed tor her students. Since this is not the appro%ed prof ess. I made extra copies so
that each student could sign.

The support teachers probably saved the beginning teachers untold embarrassment and humiliation during
the project period.
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New teacher anxiety. Some areas of concern expressed hy the beginning teachers were: the low academic
progress of their class as a w hole: the negative attitude of fellow teachers toward bilingual education: the
heakh conditions of some children (physically dirty, wearing filthy clothing); the dishonesty of students:
the lack of parental involvement; the amount of paperwork required by the system; and having to deaf
with problems that are not school related. A parent had been reported as negligent and accused the teacher
of having reported him to the social worker. The parent threatened the teacher. Another parent under
a, restraining order tried to pick up his child from school. The principal intervened.

The role of the support teacher can best he summarized hy the comment of one participant: 1 realized
that .. . really appreciates it when I greet her. Sometimes simply waving at her while she is in class seems
to bring a sense of reassurance and uplifts her self-confidence." The remaining topics account for onis
18"o of the interx enti9n,.

Observation of support teacher. The beginning teacher had to observe the support teacher's classroom
on a regular basis. The follow ing accounts are samples of those observations:

. _came to mv room to observe. She saw me do both whole group and small group instruction. We met for
feedback. She liked the way I utilized ms aide for small group instruction. Before the observation she w as
unsure of how to manage her centers and direct teaching time.

isited my mathematics class for 20 minutes. She noticed I w as using cooperative learning.

Parent conferencing/parent involvement. The support teachers reported that they assisted their beginning
teachers in PTA programs. Texas Public School Week activities, parent conferences, telephone calls to
parents. home visits, parent volunteers in the classroom, parent involvement workshops. and Admission.
Review and Dif;missal (ARD) meetings.

Testing and grading process. In addition to testing for language proficiency and administering Texas Educa-
tional Assessment of Minimum Skills Tests (TEAMS) and standardized achievement tests, support teachers
reported assisting with administering tests for gifted and talented, and Public Education Information Manage-
ment System (PEIMS).

Instruction aides. Instructional aides can often be more hindrance than help to the beginning teacher.
Teacher aides require training. Support teachers often provided that training:

. is struggling with has ing to train her new teacher aide w ho doesn't have any teaching experience. Her aide

is not able to stay after class to help set up the classroom for the next day or to do lesson planning. The lack
of training becomes a conflict of working against each other. The aide sometimes sets up a negative tone in
the classroom when she talks to children. This highlights negatise behasior instead of the positive.

. . . st anted to know the duties of our bilingual zide. 1 explained w hat she could do and will try to get a memo

stating the aides duties for the bilingual program.

Texas FAucation Agency/compliance. Several schools had TEA audit or compliance visits. Support teachers

prepared their beginning teacher for those visits: . . . is concerned about the Language Proficiency Ad-
visory Committee (LPAC) placement of two Spanish dominant students. I assured her they were placed
properly.- -The upcoming audit has.. . feeling very nervous. We discussed things that she should have
ready for it." "We reviewed questions that TEA might ask during the audit." "We reviewed the campus
improvement plan briefly for the audit.- "We met to correlate the lesson plans. the grade book and cur-
riculum guides in preparation for the audit."
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Reporting student progress. Support teachers offered guidance as grading periods approached: "The end
of the six weeks is approaching. I checked with . and everything was turned in. All codes were posted
in their grade book. I showed. . how I was doing my averaging and getting my grades ready. This made
things a little smoother for L. ni check on her later concerning her grade cards."

Summary

The intervention topics col be grouped into three areas: instructional, decision-making, and operational.
Table 3 provides a summary of the interventions in those categories.

Table 3

Area of Assistance Percentage of Interventions

Instructional (Topics 1-3) 44.1
Decision-making (Topics 4-8) 37.3
Operational (Topics 9-14) 18.6
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Drettary

PROJECT DIRECTORS-1987-1988
STRENGTHENING THE QUALITY OE CANDIDATES IN TENCIIER EDUCATRYN

Chapter 2Teacher Training
Our Lady of the Lake 1.....iversity
Sister Eugenia Ann Steil, Ed.D.
411 SW 24th Street
San Antonio, Texas 78285
512/434-6711

North Texas State University
Dr. Gloria Contreras, Professor of

Secondary Education
P.O. Box 13407
Denton. Texas 76203
817/565-2826

Southwest Texas State University
Dr. Leslie Hu ling-Austin. Director
1.13,1 Institute for the Improvement of

Teaching and Learning
SV4TSU StationBox 1002
San Marcos, Texas 78666
5121245-3076

'Texas Woman's University
Dr. Ruth NI. Caswell, Director
Learning Center and Asst. Professor.
Curriculum and Instruction
P.O. Box 23925. TWU Station
Denton, Texas 76204
817/898-2045

PROJECT DIRECTORS-1988-1989
ATTRACTING AND RETAINING QUALITY CANDIDATES IN TEACHER EDUCATION
EC1A, Chapter 2Teacher Training
Edinburg USD
Dr. Elva G. Laurel, Curriculum Director for

At-Risk Programs
101 North 8th
Edinburg, Texas 78540
512/383-0731 Ext. 269

Extension Instruction & Materials Center
University of Texas at Austin

Dr. Kathryn Allen, Director
P.O. Box 7218
Austin. Texas 78713-7218
5121471-7716

Region 10 ESC
Sandy Maddox, Dirt.ctor for

Instructional Services
P.O. Box 831300
Richardson, Texas 75083-1300
2141231-6301

Texas Wesleyan College
Dr. Irma N. Guadarrama, Project Director
P.O. Box 50010
Fort Worth, Texas 76105
8171531-4441

Texas Woman's tniversity
Dr. Ruth M. Caswell
Associate Professor, Curriculum
Box 23029, TWU
Demon, Texas 76204
817/898-2045

Unisersity of Houston
Dr. W. Robert Houston
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
4100 Calhoun
Houston. Texas 77204-2163
713/749-3412

The University of Texas at El Paso
Dr. Jon M. Engkhardt
500 W. University Avenue
El Paso. Texas 79968
915/747-5572
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PROJECT DIRECTORS-1989-1990 and 1990-1991
ENHANCING THE QUALITY AND RETENTION OF MINORITY TEACHERS AND
TEACHERS IN CRITICAL SHORTAGE AREASESEA, Chapter 2Teacher Training

Edinburg CND
Dr. Elva G. Laurel. Curriculum Director
P.O. Drimer 990
Edinburg, Texas 78540
3121383-0731 Ext. 269
FAX: 381-1322

Houston Independent School District
Dr. Tedd lIcDavid
3830 Richmond A%enue
Houston. Texas 77027-3838
713i892-000
FAX: 892-7510

Intercultural De% elopment Research Association t1DRA)
Dr. Frank Gonzales. Education Specialist
3833 Callahan Road. #330
San Antonio. Texas 78228
512.'684-8180
FAX: 684-5389

Intercultural Doelopment Research Association ODRA)
therall Project Manager Esaluator
Dr. .urelio Montemavor
3833 Callahan Road. #330
San Antonio. Texas 78128
312 684-8180
FAX: 684-5389

Laredo State Unkersit%
Dr. Romeo J. Romero
Visiting Asst. Professor
1 West End Washington Street
Laredo. Texas 78040
5121722-8001 Ext. 463
FAX: 726-3405

Region 10 Educational Serb ice Center
Ms. Marilyn Price. Consukam
Instructional Services
P.O. Box 811300
400 E. Spring Valley Road
Richardson. Texas 73083-1100
(214) 231.6301
FAX: 231-3642

Unisersitv of North Texas
Dr. Uoria Contreras
Box 13407
Denton. Texas 76203
817;363-2827
FAX: 563-4423

The University of Texas at L'.1 Paso
Mrs. Birdie Avant. Director Student Teaching
College of Education
500 West Unkersit
El Paso, Texas 79968
913t747-5217
FAX: 747-5111

Ysleta Independent School District
Alicia Parra, Staff Development Director
Margarita Calderon. Asst. Project Director
Staff Development Department
9600 Sims
El Paso. Texas 79923
915,395-3713
FAX: 393-3723

NarE: Further information regarding the eleven projects on student recruitment and retention and the nine projects
on teacher recruitment and retention may be obtained from the Texas Education Agency's project manager:

E%angelina Galsafn Cuellar
Educational Program Director
Division of Teacher Education

Texas Education Agency
1701 North Congress Avenue

Austin. Texas 78701
312/463-9327 FAX: 443-9838
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Complian c e 'Statement
==wmuninisio

TITLE I. CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964; TI IF. MODIFIED COURT ORDER. CIVIL ACTION
5281. FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT. EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS. TYI.ER DIVISION
Res leo s of hicil educatiiin agencies pertainmg to comphance It oh Title VI ( it il Rights 1c. t ut 9ts-4 rnd ttith specific ropuronctr%
of the Modified Court Order. 1:is il Action \n. A2ti . Federal 11 .qtft. Eastern I hstrm .:f Tvu.. T.Icr Dr. ision ire k

chicted periodicalls In stiff represenutn es ot the .EcSas Film Aunt \gems. Ebese let leo.. cot et it leaq the tuPili 11):4 Pidli les

ind prat ticcs'

AtoltUno.o: por;IL Iv% of; qkdiebt Lijmotrers foam/

(2) operatum It 1t, hi nil bus route, ii runs on j min-se:negated basis:

13) nimdmurinunation iii estrac urric &flat auto nies and thc. use ilt ht kid tiL

14F 1101uhm..rimituturr% practices in thr hmrmnt. assii.tning, promoting. pas mg. demoting. reassIgning. or dismissing ..t tac tilts
and staff membeis oho ts ink tt ith children:

(5) enrollment 3nd assignment of students st ii hi nit discruninavi in on the basis .it race color. or IIMItittit

nondiscrmunators prictices relating to the iisc studem's hrst language: and

t 71 es idence of published procedures tor hearing t omplaints and goes .inces.

In addition to conducting ret *co s. the Tesas Education %genus %Litt representatis es t het k complaints of discrinunatuin made
1st s mien or cowens residing in a school district It here it is alieged discriminators practices hat e occurred or Mc toCcurrin

Vk here a m. wilatoin ot Title VI of the (*is ii Rights ct is toond. the tindmgs are teported to the Office tor ( Rights. S. I kpart-
ment ot Education.

It there u i thret suilation of the Court Order in Cis ;.:8 I ttut cannot he cleared through negotianon the sanctions
required bs the Court Order are applied.

TITLE VII. CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964; EXECUTIVE ORDERS 11246 AND 11375; TITLE
IX. 1973 EDUCATION AMENDMENTS: REEIABILITATION ACT OF 1973 AS AMENDED: 1974
AMENDMENTS TO TUE WAGE-HOUR LAW EXPANDING THE AGE DISCRIMINATION IN
EMPLOYMENT ACT OF 1967: AND VIETNAM ERA VETERANS READJUSTMENT
ASSISTANCE .%CT OF 1972 AS AMENDED IN 1974.
It is the polio of the Tevis Education \germs to compis tolls ttith the nondiscrimination pros isions ot all federal and state Lots
md regulatums bs assuring that no person shin he escluded from consideration tor ret ruitment. selechon. appointment training.
promotion. retention . or ins other personnel action. or to: &hit:LI ant benefits or participation in ins programs in Alit toes %this. h
it operates on the grounds of rice. religion. color. iutuntal ii i:4m. %es. handicap. age. or seteran status (except %there age, sev
or handicap L onstitute a bona fide occupational qualification nut essirs to proper and efficient administrationi. The Tesas Edot a-
non Agenu :. mikes posint e efforts to emplos and ath Mit c it emplosinent all protested groups.
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